
PUBLIC NOTICE

Village/To,,vn tlf Mount Kisco
Planning Board

MAR I 4 702l-

RECEIVED
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Planning Board of the Village/Town of

Mount Kisco, New York, will hold a Public Hearing on the 22"d day of

March, 2022 atthe Municipal Building ("Village Hall"), in the Frank J. Dimicco, Sr. Room,

located atl04 Main Street, Mount Kisco, New York, 10504 beginning at 7:30 PM,

pursuant to Village Code Chapter 94. Subdivision or Land Article II. $ 94-5 on the

application of
19 North Moger Ave LLC, 19 N. Moger Ave. (69.81-2-l) and;

1l North Moger LLC, Ll N. Moger Ave. (69.81-2-7)

Mount Kisco, New York 10504

for subdivision, platting, or replatting approval of land by the Planning Board of Mount

Kisco, New York for the purpose of merging two lots totaling 0.79 acres of land to expand

the parking area utilized by the commercial building located at 19 N. Moger Avenue. The

subject properties are located in the CB-l Village ZonitgDistrict.

All interested parties are invited to attend and be heard.

By order of:

Chairman Michael Bonforte

Mount Kisco Planning Board



Journal I'{þrus
,. çÅf¡s*r]' coþrÊÀilr , l*hud"cCIrrl

AF'FIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION
FROM

State of \ilisconsin
County of Brown, ss.:

On the 7 day ofMarch, in the year 2022, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared

Iin ü f t -fi,,ttf , personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to
be the individual(s) whose name(s) is (are) subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the

same in his/trer/their capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument, the individual(s), or the person upon behalf
of which the individual(s) acted, executed, the instrument.

Iiûil¡t lü*l being duly s¡¡/om says that he/she is the principal clerk of THE JOIIRNAL NEWS, a

newspaper published in the County of Westchester and the State of New York, and the notice of which the annexed is a printed copy, on

the editions dated :

Zone:.
Westchester

Signature

Sworn to before me, this 7 day of March,

Run Dates:
0310712022

(

Notary Public. State of Wiscon

ry\q, {
My commission expires
Legend:

WESTCHESTER:
Amawalk, Ardsley, Ardsley on Hudson, Armonk, Baldwin Place, Bedford, Bedford Hills, Brewster, Briarcliff Manor,Bronxville, Buchanan, Carmel, Chappaqua, Cold Spring,

Crompond, Cross River, Croton Falls, Croton on Hudson, Dobbs Ferry, Eastchester, Elmsford, Garrison, Goldens Bridge, Granite Springs, Greenburg, Harrison, Hartsdale,

Hastings, Hastings on Hudson, Hawthorne, lrvington, Jefferson Valley, Katonah, Lake Peekskill, Larchmont, Lincolndale, Mahopac, Mahopac Falls, Mamaroneck, Mlllwood,

Mohegan Lake, Monhose, Mount Kisco,Mount Vernon, New Rochelle, North Salem, Ossining, Patterson, Peekskill, Pelham, Pleasantville, Port Chester, Pound Ridge, Purchase,

Purdys, Putnam Valley, Rye, Scarsdale, Shenorock, Shrub Oak, Somers, South Salem, Tarrytown, Thornwood, Tuckahoe, Valhalla, Verplanck, Waccabuc, White Plains,

Yorktown Heights, Yonkers

ROCKLAND:

Valley, Stony Point, Suffern, Tallman, Tappan, Thiells, Tomkins Cove, Valley Cottage, West Haverslraw, West Nyack

VICKY FELTY
Notary Public

State of Wiscon stn

Ad Number: 0005160508



Ad Number: 0005160508 Run Dafes: 03/0712022

Board ol Mount K¡sco, New

to expând th€ paùing area
Ihe subject propêrties âre

PUBLIC NOÍICE

PLEASE TAKE NoTlcE that tìe Planning Board ol üre villagenown ol Mou0t Kisco, Neìil York, will
hold a Public Headng on úre 22nd day of March, 2022 at the Municipal Building ('village Hall'),
in tfre Frank J. Dimícco, Sr, Room, located at 104 Main Street Mount Kisco, New Yo*, 10504

begìnning at 7:30 PM, pußuanl to Village Code Chapter 94. Subdvisìon or Land Artícle ll. I 94'5
on the application of

l9 North Moger Ave LLC, l9 N. Moger Ave. (69.81-zl) andf
1 1 Nor$ Mog€r [LC, 1 I N. Moger Ave. (69.81"2.Ð

Mount K¡sco, New Yor* 10504

for subdivisíon, platting, or replattìng approval of land by the Planning

York for tte purpose of merging two lots lotaling 0.79 acres of land

utilized by tlìe commercial building locaed at 19 N. Moger Avenue.

located in úe CB-1 Village Zoning Diskict

All interested Frt¡es arê invited to attfid âûd be heard.

By order of:
Chairman Mìchael Bon{orte
Mount Kisco Plànning Board 0005160508



AF'F'IDAVIT OF' MAILING

STA.TE OF I\EW YORK

COTINTY OF' WESTCHESTER

RALPH P.E: being duly s\ryorn, deposes and
says:

My office is at 14 SMITH AVENUE. MT. KISCO NY 10549

On MARCH 9 202? I served a notice of hearing, a copy of which is

attached hereto and labeled Exhibit A, upon persor$ whose names are listed in a schedule

of property o\uters within 300 feet of the subject property identified in this notice. A

copy of this schedule of property o\ryners' names is attached hereto and labeled Exhibit B.

I placed a true copy of such notice in a postage paid property addressed wrapper

addressed to the addresses set forth in Exhibit B, in a post office or ofücial depository

under the exclusive care and custody of the United States Post Office, within the County

of Westchester.

Sworn to before me on this

l6"J day of t)*al 20-z

(Notary Public)

KORYSALOMONE
Notary Publlc, State of NewYo*

No.02S46246270
Qualîlled ln Westohester County 2 ¡

Comm¡s$lon Explres Aug. 22. 20 å

l
Ìss
Ì

6 ZBA Applioation



State of New York )
) ss:

County of Westchester)

Mt. Kisco Ambulance Corp
310 Lexington Ave

Carpenter Avenue Community House
200 Carpenter Avenue

Leonard Park Multi Purpose Bldg

lct

AFFIDAVIT OF POSTING

X

X

Chin

PATRICIA A TIPA

NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE OF NEW YORK

No, 01T16170206
Oualif ied ¡n Westchester County

My Commission ExPires 07-02-2023

\r-. 
"{\-u,E 

v Äu'q

q,f'
Gilmar Palacios Chin, being duly sworn, says that on the l( day of March2022,he
conspicuously fastened up and posted in seven public places, in the Village/Town of
Mount Kisco, County of 'Westchester, 

a printed notice of which the annexed is a true
copy, to V/it: ---

Municipal Building -
104 Main Street

Public Library
100 Main Street

Fox Center

Justice Court - Green Street
40 Green Street

-Ifl-
Swom to before me this t í day of fltnr-¡-cln-. >Ò o ò-

C-^"

Notary Public





PUBLIC NOTICE

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Planning Board of the Village/Town of

Mount Kisco, New York, will hold a Public Hearing on the 22nd day of

March, 2022 at the Municipal Building, Mount Kisco, New York beginning at 7:30 PM,

pursuant to Village Code $ 110-46 Special Permits on the Application of

Radio Circle Realty LLC
Anthony DeFeo, Agent for Forever in Bloom

136 Radio Circle
Mount Kisco, NY 10549

in their desire to seek a Special Permit issued by the Planning Board of Mount Kisco, NY in

connection with a newly proposed 611 SF. Light Manufacturing (floral arrangement)

business, 2,500 SF of storage, and three, on-site fleet vehicles (box trucks) that will be

located in the rear of the building. The subject property is known as 136 - 144 Radio Circle

Drive, Tax Map No. 80.63-2-1 located in the $110-23 RDX Research and Development

Zoning District. The property is a 1.07 acres lot improved by an existing one-story, 14,000

SF +/- commercial office building. Light Manufacturing is a permitted use by Special

Permit pursuant to Village Code $ ll0-23 B.(2Xb).

All interested parties are invited to attend and be heard.

By order of:

Chairman Michael Bonforte

Mount Kisco Planning Board



STATE OF NEW YORK

COUNTY OF \ryESTCHESTER

¡É
says:

AF'F'IDAVIT OF' MAILING

)
}SS.:
l

being duly sworn, deposes and

r reside 
^, 

4\l €tßf lÍt'* s/ rrd þsr, tuy
On Wl&ncl,t 3 zo 2Ll served a notice of hearing, a copy of which is

attached hereto and labeled Exhibit A, upon persons whose names are listed in a schedule

of property otvners within 300 feet of the subject property identified in this notice. A

copy of this schedule of propeny owners' names is attached hereto and labeled Exhibit B,

I placed a true copy of such notice in a postage paid property addressed wrapper

addressed to the addresses set forth in Exhibit B, in a post office or offìcial depository

under the exclusive carc and custody of the United States Post Office, within the County

of \üestchester

Sworn to before me on this

Ar{"--
of A ,r.-'l. . it-- 20-e-Þ-__

*1
day

(rlotary Public)
C^-

PATRICIA A TIPA

NOTARY PUBLIC'STATE OF NEW YORK

No' 01T16170206

Oualif ied in Westchester CountY

rt¡iäott"¡ttion Expires o7'02'2023
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OWNERNAME

,.rlzaaadio Circle LLC

slinden Lane Associates, LLC

,)à6iled States Postal Service

¡./Radio Vision Cristiana Mgmt.

./lVest. Fndtn- for the Disabled

Beta Trimar, LLC
ur¡^dio 

Ci rcle Rea lty I NC.

u,Krtone Realty LLc

PROPADDRESS

128 Radio Circle Dr

131 Radio Circle Dr

3 Morgan Dr

150 Radio Circle Dr

135 Radio Circle Dr

116 Radio Circle Dr

t36-144 Radio Circle Dr

1- Morgan Dr

PROPCITY

MOUNT KISCO

MOUNT KISCO

MOUNT KISCO

MOUNT KISCO

MOUNT KISCO

MOUNT KISCO

MOUNT KISCO

MOUNT KISCO

PROPZIP PROPPRINTKEY

10v9 80.63-2-2

tosg 80.63-1-1.1

10549 80.ss-t-2.L/2
10549 80.ss-1-3

L0549 80.63-1-1.2

L0549 80.63-2-3

10549 80.63-2-1

10549 80.s5-t-2.1/t

clo
MRE Management Corp

Mailing Address
27 Radio Cir Dr

State Z¡p

NY 10549

C¡ty

Mt Kisco

Frederick E¡sman Esq iÏ:::i:äti*
Buckingham Properties 657 E Main St

NA il6 CöMrreLc{ Íti &.oaLÇiet/
Vanguard lnvestors LTD 501 5th Ave, Ste 704

Paterson NJ

Mt Kisco NY

Mt Kisco NY

tr obg
NewYork NY

07s01
10s49

10549

ôl
100L7
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AF'F'IDAVIT OF PT]BLICATION
F'ROM

State ofïVisconsin
County of Brown, ss.:

the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said Statc, personally appeared

personally known to me or proved to me on the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to

bo the individual(s) whose name(s) is (are) subscribed ø the within instrument and acknowledged to mo that he/she/they executed ths

same in his/her/their capacig(ies), and tlrat by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument, the individual(s), or thc person upon behalf

of which the acted, executed, thc insbument,

bcing duly swom says that he/she is the principal clerk of THE JOURNAL NEWS' a

newspapcr published in the County of Westches0cr and the State ofNewYork, and the notice ofwhich the annexed is a printed copy,

was publishod in thc newspaper area(s) on the editions dated below:

?n¡c:.
Wcrtchcstcr

Edltlon D¡tco:
0310812022

Ð,("ø'ræo
Signature

Sworn to before

Notery

of 2022l0 day

of of Brown

q1q 7(
My commission explres
LBgrnd:

WESTCHESTER:

Arnaralk, Ardalcy, Arddoy on Hudron, Añnonk, Balórln Plåcê, B6dford, Bodfôrd Hllb, Brêwât6r, Briarclll Manor,Eronxvillc, Buchanarì, Cåm61, chlppaqua, Cold SPrlng,

Crompond, Cros3 Rlvú, Croton Fålls, Crctil on Hudson, Dobbs F.rry, EEstcfr6Etcr, Elnsford, GsrrlÉon, Goldcn¡ B¡ldge, Grsnlto Sprlngs, Orsonburg, Hârison, Hârtsdsle,

Hástlngs, Hasllng! on Hudson, Hâwlhoma, lrv¡ngion, Jalferaon Vallay, Krtonåh, lsk€ P€rkskill Larchmont, Llnoolndålð, Mlhopao, Mahoprc Fells, Mamaronsak, Mlllwood,

MohagrnLako,Monkoæ,MountKlúco,MountVâmon,NôwRochollo,Northsrlom,Osrinlng,Pattorso¡,Peok¡klll,Polhâm, Plês8ântvlllâ,PortChô8têr,PoundRldgà,Purchâ8c,

Purdys, Putnrm Vdl.y, Ryâ, Sursdalc, Shcnoræk, Shrub O¿k, Somðrs, South Sdsm, Trrry{oiln, Thomwood, Tuckahoo, Valhalla, Varplanck, \Âbmbuc, \lvhll6 Plalnt,

Yorkioì¡vrì Hsl ghlÊ, Yof{(6¡â

ROCKI.ANO:
Blauvglt, Cong€E, Gåmorvllla, Hav€retraw, Hlllþum, Monssy, Nsnæt, N€w Clty, Nyack, Orangeburg, Pål¡Bads8, Pearl R¡v€r, Pl€rmont, Pomon., Sloåtsþurg, SParklll, SPring

Vslley, Stony Polnt, Sulfðm, T€llmån, Tsppen, Thlêlls, Tomkln6 CovB, Valley Cottagå, WeBt H8verstrsrv, l lest Nysck

VICKY FELTY
Notary Public

State of Wisconsin

Ad Numbcr: 0005f5593f
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t 3t-r3o-d.r¡ C,'v-clq

State of New York
AFFIDAVIT OF POSTING

County of V/estchester

Gilmar Palacios Chin, being duly sworn, says that on the lí day of March2022,he
conspicuously fastened up and posted in seven public places, in the Village/Town of
Mount Kisco, County of 'Westchester, 

a printed notice of which the annexed is a true
copy, to Wit: ---

Municipal Building -
104 Main Street

Public Library
100 Main Street

Fox Center X

Justice Court - Green Street
40 Green Street

Mt. Kisco Ambulance Corp
310 Lexington Ave

Carpenter Avenue Community House
200 Carpenter Avenue

X

Leonard Park Multi Purpose Bldg

Gilmar

w
Sworn to before me this tS day of r\-r-..-\¡.- >o:¿ a'

Ñótary Publiõ PATRICIA A TIPA

NOTARY PUBLIC.STATE OF NEW YORK

No.01T16170206
Oualif ied in Westchester CountY

My Commission ExPires 07 -02-2023

ss
)
)
)

X

\



  MEMORANDUM 

BUCKHURST FISH & JACQUEMART, INC.                             115 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK, NY 10003  T. 212.353.7474 F. 212.353.7494 

Date: March 18, 2022 

  

To: 

 

Cc: 

Mount Kisco Planning Board 

 

Michelle Russo, Planning Board Secretary 

Edward W. Brancati, Village Manager 

Peter Miley, Building Inspector 

Whitney Singleton Esq., Village Attorney, 

  

From: Simon Kates, Associate Principal 

Contact Information: T. 212.353.7657   E. s.kates@bfjplanning.com 

  

Subject: SCS Sarles, LLC II – DRAFT EAF Part II 

  

 

To the Village of Mount Kisco Planning Board,  

This memo is in regard to the application by SCS Sarles II for a Community Solar Farm at 180 South 

Bedford Road. As you know, we provided a DRAFT EAF Part 2 for this application on February 4, 2022. 

Following the closing of the Public Hearing and written comment period, we are providing the attached 

DRAFT EAF Part 2 for discussion during the Planning Board meeting on March 22, 2022.  

The attached EAF Part 2 is not changed from the February 4 version. Rather than make changes to the 

prior draft, we have outlined items in red for further discussion. We have outlined items that we think 

merit discussion among the Planning Board so that the Planning Board can provide direction on how 

these items should be answered on the form. We hope that members of the Planning Board can review 

the check boxes on the form and then provide direction to BFJ during the Planning Board meeting on 

March 22. If there are any other items on the form that we have not outlined for further discussion, but 

that Planning Members think require additional consideration, we can certainly discuss those as well.  

Once the Planning Board has reached consensus on how the EAF Part 2 form should be filled out, and 

provided such direction to BFJ Planning, we will then update the EAF Part 2 Addendum to reflect the 

revised EAF Part 2 form.  

 

Regards,  

 

Simon Kates, AICP, LEED AP 

Associate Principal 

BFJ Planning 
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Full Environmental Assessment Form
Part 2 - Identification of Potential Project Impacts

Part 2 is to be completed by the lead agency.  Part 2 is designed to help the lead agency inventory all potential resources that could 
be affected by a proposed project or action.  We recognize that the lead agency=s reviewer(s) will not necessarily be environmental 
professionals.  So, the questions are designed to walk a reviewer through the assessment process by providing a series of questions that 
can be answered using the information found in Part 1.  To further assist the lead agency in completing Part 2, the form identifies the 
most relevant questions in Part 1 that will provide the information needed to answer the Part 2 question.  When Part 2 is completed, the 
lead agency will have identified the relevant environmental areas that may be impacted by the proposed activity.   

If the lead agency is a state agency and the action is in any Coastal Area, complete the Coastal Assessment Form before proceeding 
with this assessment. 
Tips for completing Part 2: 

Review all of the information provided in Part 1.
Review any application, maps, supporting materials and the Full EAF Workbook.
Answer each of the 18 questions in Part 2.
If you answer “Yes” to a numbered question, please complete all the questions that follow in that section.
If you answer “No” to a numbered question, move on to the next numbered question.
Check appropriate column to indicate the anticipated size of the impact.
Proposed projects that would exceed a numeric threshold contained in a question should result in the reviewing agency
checking the box “Moderate to large impact may occur.”
The reviewer is not expected to be an expert in environmental analysis.
If you are not sure or undecided about the size of an impact, it may help to review the sub-questions for the general

question and consult the workbook.
When answering a question consider all components of the proposed activity, that is, the Awhole action@.
Consider the possibility for long-term and cumulative impacts as well as direct impacts.
Answer the question in a reasonable manner considering the scale and context of the project.

1. Impact on Land
Proposed action may involve construction on, or physical alteration of,  NO  YES 
the land surface of the proposed site.  (See Part 1. D.1)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - j.  If “No”, move on to Section 2.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may involve construction on land where depth to water table is
less than 3 feet.

E2d

b. The proposed action may involve construction on slopes of 15% or greater. E2f

c. The proposed action may involve construction on land where bedrock is exposed, or
generally within 5 feet of existing ground surface.

E2a 

d. The proposed action may involve the excavation and removal of more than 1,000 tons
of natural material.

D2a 

e. The proposed action may involve construction that continues for more than one year
or in multiple phases.

D1e 

f. The proposed action may result in increased erosion, whether from physical
disturbance or vegetation removal (including from treatment by herbicides).

D2e, D2q 

g. The proposed action is, or may be, located within a Coastal Erosion hazard area. B1i 

h. Other impacts: _______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

FEAF 2019

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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2. Impact on Geological Features
The proposed action may result in the modification or destruction of, or inhibit 
access to, any unique or unusual land forms on the site (e.g., cliffs, dunes,   NO  YES 
minerals, fossils, caves).  (See Part 1. E.2.g) 
If “Yes”, answer questions a - c.  If “No”, move on to Section 3.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. Identify the specific land form(s) attached: ________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

E2g

b. The proposed action may affect or is adjacent to a geological feature listed as a
registered National Natural Landmark.
Specific feature: _____________________________________________________  

E3c 

c. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

3. Impacts on Surface Water
The proposed action may affect one or more wetlands or other surface water  NO  YES 
 bodies (e.g., streams, rivers, ponds or lakes).  (See Part 1. D.2, E.2.h)  
If “Yes”, answer questions a - l.  If “No”, move on to Section 4.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may create a new water body. D2b, D1h 

b. The proposed action may result in an increase or decrease of over 10% or more than a
10 acre increase or decrease in the surface area of any body of water.

D2b 

c. The proposed action may involve dredging more than 100 cubic yards of material
from a wetland or water body.

D2a 

d. The proposed action may involve construction within or adjoining a freshwater or
tidal wetland, or in the bed or banks of any other water body.

E2h

e. The proposed action may create turbidity in a waterbody, either from upland erosion,
runoff or by disturbing bottom sediments.

D2a, D2h 

f. The proposed action may include construction of one or more intake(s) for withdrawal
of water from surface water.

D2c 

g. The proposed action may include construction of one or more outfall(s) for discharge
of wastewater to surface water(s).

D2d 

h. The proposed action may cause soil erosion, or otherwise create a source of
stormwater discharge that may lead to siltation or other degradation of receiving
water bodies.

D2e 

i. The proposed action may affect the water quality of any water bodies within or
downstream of the site of the proposed action.

E2h

j. The proposed action may involve the application of pesticides or herbicides in or
around any water body.

D2q, E2h 

k. The proposed action may require the construction of new, or expansion of existing,
wastewater treatment facilities.

 D1a, D2d 

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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l. Other impacts: _______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

4. Impact on groundwater
The proposed action may result in new or additional use of ground water, or   NO  YES 
may have the potential to introduce contaminants to ground water or an aquifer. 
(See Part 1. D.2.a, D.2.c, D.2.d, D.2.p, D.2.q, D.2.t) 
If “Yes”, answer questions a - h.  If “No”, move on to Section 5. 

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may require new water supply wells, or create additional demand
on supplies from existing water supply wells.

D2c 

b. Water supply demand from the proposed action may exceed safe and sustainable
withdrawal capacity rate of the local supply or aquifer.
Cite Source: ________________________________________________________

D2c 

c. The proposed action may allow or result in residential uses in areas without water and
sewer services.

D1a, D2c 

d. The proposed action may include or require wastewater discharged to groundwater. D2d, E2l 

e. The proposed action may result in the construction of water supply wells in locations
where groundwater is, or is suspected to be, contaminated.

D2c, E1f, 
E1g, E1h 

f. The proposed action may require the bulk storage of petroleum or chemical products
over ground water or an aquifer.

D2p, E2l 

g. The proposed action may involve the commercial application of pesticides within 100
feet of potable drinking water or irrigation sources.

E2h, D2q, 
E2l, D2c 

h. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

5. Impact on Flooding
The proposed action may result in development on lands subject to flooding.  NO  YES 
(See Part 1. E.2)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - g.  If “No”, move on to Section 6.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may result in development in a designated floodway. E2i 

b. The proposed action may result in development within a 100 year floodplain. E2j

c. The proposed action may result in development within a 500 year floodplain. E2k

d. The proposed action may result in, or require, modification of existing drainage
patterns.

D2b, D2e 

e. The proposed action may change flood water flows that contribute to flooding. D2b, E2i, 
E2j, E2k 

f. If there is a dam located on the site of the proposed action, dam E1e 

✔

✔

✔
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g. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

6. Impacts on Air
 NO  YES The proposed action may include a state regulated air emission source.

(See Part 1. D.2.f., D 2 h D.2.g)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - f.  If “No”, move on to Section 7.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. If  the proposed action requires federal or state air emission permits, the action may
also emit one or more greenhouse gases at or above the following levels:

i. More than 1000 tons/year of carbon dioxide (CO2)
ii. More than 3.5 tons/year of nitrous oxide (N2 )
iii. More than 1000 tons/year of carbon equivalent of perfluorocarbons (PFCs)
iv. More than .045 tons/year of sulfur hexafluoride (SF6)
v. More than 1000 tons/year of carbon dioxide equivalent of

hydrochlorofl urocarbons (HFCs) emissions
vi. 43 tons/year or more of methane

D2g 
D2g 
D2g 
D2g 
D2g 

D2h 

b. The proposed action may generate 10 tons/year or more of any one designated
hazardous air pollutant, or 25 tons/year or more of any combination of such hazardous
air pollutants.

D2g 

c. The proposed action may require a state air registration, or may produce an emissions
rate of total contaminants that may exceed 5 lbs. per hour, or may include a heat
source capable of producing more than 10 million BTU=s per hour.

D2f, D2g 

d. The proposed action may reach 50% of any of the thresholds in “a” through “c”,
above.

D

e. The proposed action may result in the combustion or thermal treatment of more than 1
ton of refuse per hour.

D2s 

f. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

7. Impact on Plants and Animals
The proposed action may result in a loss of flora or fauna.  (See Part 1. E.2. m.-q.)  NO  YES 
If “Yes”, answer questions a - j.  If “No”, move on to Section 8.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s)

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may cause reduction in population or loss of individuals of any
threatened or endangered species, as listed by New York State or the Federal
government, that use the site, or are found on, over, or near the site.

E2o

b. The proposed action may result in a reduction or degradation of any habitat used by
any rare, threatened or endangered species, as listed by New York State or the federal
government.

E2o

c. The proposed action may cause reduction in population, or loss of individuals, of any
species of special concern or conservation need, as listed by New York State or the
Federal government, that use the site, or are found on, over, or near the site.

E2p

d. The proposed action may result in a reduction or degradation of any habitat used by
any species of special concern and conservation need, as listed by New York State or
the Federal government.

E2p

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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e. The proposed action may diminish the capacity of a registered National Natural
Landmark to support the biological community it was established to protect.

E3c 

f. The proposed action may result in the removal of, or ground disturbance in, any
portion of a designated significant natural community.
Source: ____________________________________________________________

E2n

g. The proposed action may substantially interfere with nesting/breeding, foraging, or
over-wintering habitat for the predominant species that occupy or use the project site. E2m 

h. The proposed action requires the conversion of more than 10 acres of forest,
grassland or any other regionally or locally important habitat.
Habitat type & information source: ______________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

E1b

i. Proposed action (commercial, industrial or recreational projects, only) involves use of
herbicides or pesticides.

D2q 

j. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

8. Impact on Agricultural Resources
The proposed action may impact agricultural resources.  (See Part 1. E.3.a. and b.)  NO  YES 
If “Yes”, answer questions a - h.  If “No”, move on to Section 9.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may impact soil classified within soil group 1 through 4 of the
NYS Land Classification System.

E2c, E3b 

b. The proposed action may sever, cross or otherwise limit access to agricultural land
(includes cropland, hayfields, pasture, vineyard, orchard, etc).

E1a, Elb 

c. The proposed action may result in the excavation or compaction of the soil profile of
active agricultural land.

E3b

d. The proposed action may irreversibly convert agricultural land to non-agricultural
uses, either more than 2.5 acres if located in an Agricultural District, or more than 10
acres if not within an Agricultural District.

E1b, E3a 

e. The proposed action may disrupt or prevent installation of an agricultural land
management system.

El a, E1b 

f. The proposed action may result, directly or indirectly, in increased development
potential or pressure on farmland.

C2c, C3, 
D2c, D2d 

g. The proposed project is not consistent with the adopted municipal Farmland
Protection Plan.

C2c 

h. Other impacts: ________________________________________________________

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Ground disturbance, loss of trees and habitat.

✔
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9. Impact on Aesthetic Resources
The land use of the proposed action are obviously different from, or are in  NO  YES 
sharp contrast to, current land use patterns between the proposed project and
a scenic or aesthetic resource.  (Part 1. E.1.a, E.1.b, E.3.h.)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - g.  If “No”, go to Section 10.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. Proposed action may be visible from any officially designated federal, state, or local
scenic or aesthetic resource.

E3h

b. The proposed action may result in the obstruction, elimination or significant
screening of one or more officially designated scenic views.

E3h, C2b 

c. The proposed action may be visible from publicly accessible vantage points:
i. Seasonally (e.g., screened by summer foliage, but visible during other seasons)
ii. Year round

E3h

d. The situation or activity in which viewers are engaged while viewing the proposed
action is:
i. Routine travel by residents, including travel to and from work
ii. Recreational or tourism based activities

E3h

E2q,

E1c 

e. The proposed action may cause a diminishment of the public enjoyment and
appreciation of the designated aesthetic resource.

 E3h 

f. There are similar projects visible within the following distance of the proposed
project:

0-1/2 mile
½ -3  mile
3-5   mile
5+    mile

D1a, E1a, 
D1f, D1g 

g. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

10. Impact on Historic and Archeological Resources
The proposed action may occur in or adjacent to a historic or archaeological  NO  YES 
resource.  (Part 1. E.3.e, f. and g.)

If “Yes”, answer questions a - e.  If “No”, go to Section 11.
Relevant 

Part I 
Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur

E3e 

b. The proposed action may occur wholly or partially within, or substantially contiguous
to, an area designated as sensitive for archaeological sites on the NY State Historic
Preservation Office (SHPO) archaeological site inventory.

E3f

c. The proposed action may occur wholly or partially within, or substantially contiguous
to, an archaeological site not included on the NY SHPO inventory.
Source: ____________________________________________________________

E3g

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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d. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

e.
If any of the above (a-d) are answered “

”, continue with the following questions to help support conclusions in Part 3:

i. The proposed action may result in the destruction or alteration of all or part
of the site or property.

ii. The proposed action may result in the alteration of the property’s setting or
integrity.

iii. The proposed action may result in the introduction of visual elements which
are out of character with the site or property, or may alter its setting.

E3e, E3g, 
E3f

E3e, E3f, 
E3g, E1a, 
E1b
E3e, E3f, 
E3g, E3h,
C2, C3 

11. Impact on Open Space and Recreation
The proposed action may result in a loss of recreational opportunities or a  NO  YES 
reduction of an open space resource as designated in any  adopted
municipal open space plan.
(See Part 1. C.2.c, E.1.c., E.2.q.)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - e.  If “No”, go to Section 12.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may result in an impairment of natural functions, or “ecosystem
services”, provided by an undeveloped area, including but not limited to stormwater
storage, nutrient cycling, wildlife habitat.

D2e, E1b 
E2h,
E2m, E2o, 
E2n, E2p 

b. The proposed action may result in the loss of a current or future recreational resource. C2a, E1c, 
C2c, E2q 

c. The proposed action may eliminate open space or recreational resource in an area
with few such resources.

C2a, C2c 
E1c, E2q 

d. The proposed action may result in loss of an area now used informally by the
community as an open space resource.

C2c, E1c 

e. Other impacts: _____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

12. Impact on Critical Environmental Areas
The proposed action may be located within or adjacent to a critical  NO  YES 
environmental area (CEA).  (See Part 1. E.3.d)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - c.  If “No”, go to Section 13.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may result in a reduction in the quantity of the resource or
characteristic which was the basis for designation of the CEA.

E3d

b. The proposed action may result in a reduction in the quality of the resource or
characteristic which was the basis for designation of the CEA.

E3d

c. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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13. Impact on Transportation
The proposed action may result in a change to existing transportation systems.  NO  YES 
(See Part 1. D.2.j)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - .  If “No”, go to Section 14.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. Projected traffic increase may exceed capacity of existing road network. D2j 

b. The proposed action may result in the construction of paved parking area for 500 or
more vehicles.

D2j 

c. The proposed action will degrade existing transit access. D2j 

d. The proposed action will degrade existing pedestrian or bicycle accommodations. D2j 

. The proposed action may alter the present pattern of movement of people or goods. D2j 

. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

14. Impact on Energy
The proposed action may cause an increase in the use of any form of energy.  NO  YES 
(See Part 1. D.2.k)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - e.  If “No”, go to Section 15.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action will require a new, or an upgrade to an existing, substation. D2k

b. The proposed action will require the creation or extension of an energy transmission
or supply system to serve more than 50 single or two-family residences or to serve a
commercial or industrial use.

D1f, 
D1q, D2k 

c. The proposed action may utilize more than 2,500 MWhrs per year of electricity. D2k 

d. The proposed action may involve heating and/or cooling of more than 100,000 square
feet of building area when completed.

D1g 

e. Other Impacts: ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

15. Impact on Noise, Odor, and Light
The proposed action may result in an increase in noise, odors, or outdoor lighting.  NO  YES 
(See Part 1. D.2.m., n., and o.)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - f.  If “No”, go to Section 16.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may produce sound above noise levels established by local
regulation.

D2m 

b. The proposed action may result in blasting within 1,500 feet of any residence,
hospital, school, licensed day care center, or nursing home.

D2m, E1d 

c. The proposed action may result in routine odors for more than one hour per day. D2o 

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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d. The proposed action may result in light shining onto adjoining properties. D2n 

e. The proposed action may result in lighting creating sky-glow brighter than existing
area conditions.

D2n, E1a 

f. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

16. Impact on Human Health
The proposed action may have an impact on human health from exposure  NO  YES 
to new or existing sources of contaminants.  (See Part 1.D.2.q., E.1. d. f. g. and h.)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - m.  If “No”, go to Section 17.

Relevant  
Part I 

Question(s) 

No,or 
small 

impact 
may cccur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action is located within 1500 feet of a school, hospital, licensed day
care center, group home, nursing home or retirement community.

E1d

b. The site of the proposed action is currently undergoing remediation. E1g, E1h 

c. There is a completed emergency spill remediation, or a completed environmental site
remediation on, or adjacent to, the site of the proposed action.

E1g, E1h 

d. The site of  the action is subject to an institutional control limiting the use of the
property (e.g. easement deed restriction)

E1g, E1h 

e. The proposed action may affect institutional control measures that were put in place
to ensure that the site remains protective of the environment and human health.

E1g, E1h 

f. The proposed action has adequate control measures in place to ensure that future
generation, treatment and/or disposal of hazardous wastes will be protective of the
environment and human health.

D2t 

g. The proposed action involves construction or modification of a solid waste
management facility.

D2q, E1f 

h. The proposed action may result in the unearthing of solid or hazardous waste. D2q, E1f 

i. The proposed action may result in an increase in the rate of disposal, or processing, of
solid waste. 

D2r, D2s 

j. The proposed action may result in excavation or other disturbance within 2000 feet of
a site used for the disposal of solid or hazardous waste. 

E1f, E1g 
E1h

k. The proposed action may result in the migration of explosive gases from a landfill
site to adjacent off site structures.

E1f, E1g 

l. The proposed action may result in the release of contaminated leachate from the
project site. 

D2s, E1f, 
D2r 

m. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

✔

✔

✔

✔
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17. Consistency with Community Plans 
 The proposed action is not consistent with adopted land use plans.    NO   YES 
 (See Part 1. C.1, C.2. and C.3.)   
 If “Yes”, answer questions a - h.  If “No”, go to Section 18.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action’s land use components may be different from, or in sharp 
contrast to, current surrounding land use pattern(s).  

C2, C3, D1a 
E1a, E1b 

b. The proposed action will cause the permanent population of the city, town or village 
in which the project is located to grow by more than 5%.  

C2

c. The proposed action is inconsistent with local land use plans or zoning regulations. C2, C2, C3 

d. The proposed action is inconsistent with any County plans, or other regional land use 
plans. 

C2, C2 

e. The proposed action may cause a change in the density of development that is not 
supported by existing infrastructure or is distant from existing infrastructure. 

C3, D1c, 
D1d, D1f, 
D1d, Elb 

f. The proposed action is located in an area characterized by low density development 
that will require new or expanded public infrastructure. 

C4, D2c, D2d 
D2j 

g. The proposed action may induce secondary development impacts (e.g., residential or 
commercial development not included in the proposed action) 

C2a 

h. Other: _____________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 

18. Consistency with Community Character 
  The proposed project is inconsistent with the existing community character.   NO   YES 
  (See Part 1. C.2, C.3, D.2, E.3) 

If “Yes”, answer questions a - g.  If “No”, proceed to Part 3.
Relevant 

Part I 
Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may replace or eliminate existing facilities, structures, or areas 
of historic importance to the community. 

E3e, E3f, E3g 

b. The proposed action may create a demand for additional community services (e.g. 
schools, police and fire)  

C4

c. The proposed action may displace affordable or low-income housing in an area where 
there is a shortage of such housing. 

C2, C3, D1f 
D1g, E1a 

d. The proposed action may interfere with the use or enjoyment of officially recognized 
or designated public resources. 

C2, E3 

e. The proposed action is inconsistent with the predominant architectural scale and 
character. 

C2, C3 

f. Proposed action is inconsistent with the character of the existing natural landscape.  C2, C3 
E1a, E1b 
E2g, E2h 

g. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

PRINT FULL FORM
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CAUTION: This emailoriginated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you

recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Ms.Tipa,

Even though this letter is too late for the last packet and too early for the next one, I would appreciate it if you would
forward the attached February 22 letter to the members of the Planning board and to Mr. Singleton. The important
thing is for them to have time to read it.

Thank you very much,

Sincerely,

Nancy El Bouhali

attached: letter Feb 22 re FEAF.pdf
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NANCY EL BOUHALI

PO Box 667

Bedford Hills, NY 10507

Village/Town of Mount Kisco
Planning Boarcl

FEB 2 5 2t,22

RECEIVED

February 22,2022

Dear Members of the Mt. Kisco Planning Board,

This letter has been written in response to the February 8,2022, Planning Board meeting and specifically
address reactions of the board to comments made by residents and to the FEAF form filled out and
presented by Mr. Kates.

Mr. Rhodes and Mr. Coppola both commented on the ever present conflict of interest which underlies the
solar and cell tower applications, and in return, Ms. Roppolo said that she did not want to hear any more
about this topic which has been deemed legal if not ethical. In a prior meeting Ms. Roppolo expressed
how tedious this lengthy application has been for her and presumably the other members of the board as

the months have marched on and claimed the time of volunteers who sit on the board as well as the time
of professionals.

Not talking about the Conflict of Interest is not going to make it go away; the processing of an application
tainted by personal interests will always be a footnote to decisions made by any board members
associated with this application.

I think everyone on both sides of this application is frustrated by the amount of time it has taken, but Ms.
Roppolo's comments were hurtful to those of us who have also served as volunteers - in my case

volunteering for Mt. Kisco even though I am a Bedford resident - while dealing with these applications
and trying to carry on with our lives during the pandemic. It takes more time to research and write the
letters that we - the neighbors and interested parties - submit than it takes to read them. And there is no
break from the relentless cycle of attending meetings (which have on occasion been adjourned without
adequate notice) and preparing responses to submissions which contain what the neighbors and I feel are
erroneous statements from the applicant.

On a personal note, I am, as other neighbors adjacent to the parcel are, fighting for my home. The
removal of the woods (including trees in the buffer) which is my view, the addition of a noisy gravel truck
turn-around and parking lot (in the buffer), the assemblage of electricity storage units and the machinery
to serve and preserve the solar panels to be located on the hill directly across from my house (ZÈIERE
HAS BEEN NO VISUAL IMPACT STUDÐ, and the possibility of damage to my well will not only lower
the value of my property, but it will make living next to this industrial po\ver plant almost impossible.
There are further ramifìcations which I will discuss with my comments on the FEAF.

According to William Canavan, PG, LSRP, President of HydroEnvironmental Solutions, Inc., it costs a
minimum of 20 thousand dollars to drill a well. If my well were damaged and I needed a new well, there
would be the additional expense of burying pipes (below the freezing line) up the rocky hill to the house.

The original pipes were put in place in 1929 and a new well would probably not be in a location to access

these almost 100 year old pipes. Does the applicant plan to provide an account or enough insurance to
cover costs resulting from construction damage? There are several properties with wells which could be

damaged by this development. What plans are in place to pay for new wells for the adjacent homeowners?

You have said, over and over, to "put it in writing." Over and over I have written but have received no
feedback about any of my concerns. I will try to rephrase some of my concerns as questions:

1.



Are you willing to let it stand that trees which are in the buffer will be removed? The buffer should not be
touched.

Are you willing to have parking lots in the buffer? There are two parking lots indicated on the site plan -
one next to the curve on the driveway, the other next to the turn-around truck area.

What plans are there in place to maintain the landscaping? Anything that is not fenced will be eaten by
the deer and other animals. Do you plan to fence the landscaping? And what kind of fence to you
envision? Where is there a picture of the fence?

Is the cleared pathway around the panels going to be inside the fence or outside the fence? Outside the
fence would put it in the buffer. There should be about 30-40 feet cleared to protect the panels.

What kind of landscaping machinery will be used - lawnmowers? leaf blowers? mulcher-chippers? weed-
whackers? tractors? walk-behind mowers? Will a big truck arrive at intervals fìlled with machines and a
team of landscapers? And another big truck filled with a team of panel-washers?

What are the plans for fertilizing the plants and existing trees? Fertilizers and pesticides and herbicides
could contaminate the soil and well water. The applicant will need all of these to control the vegetation.

What are the plans for deer-proofing the trees and bushes? This is also done with a spray.

Where will the water come from for watering the bushes and trees? Some summers are dry and the
existing trees as well as new trees will need water.

What are the plans for washing the panels? How is this done? Will they be sprayed with a liquid that goes

into the ground and can contaminate the soil and/or run off into the wetlands which feed the Croton
Reservoir?

Will the ground be tested for chemicals leeching from the panels? Any chemicals which leech from the
panels could contaminate the neighboring wells and the tributaries of the Kisco River.

How do you plan to provide screening for the adjacent properties? What do you envision the view to be
from these properties? The view should include the cell tower and its base. Do you envision a structure
that looks like the base of the tower at 684 and 172?

How do you plan to mitigate the vibration from the drilling which would be necessary to install a cell
tower on the slope next to 172? There were photos of this process with the Gunnerson presentation. These
photos illustrate the depth ofthe hole needed to support the 140+ foot pole above ground. These are
questions that need answers because drilling and possibly blasting the rock next to the Marsh Sanctuary
buildings and next to the Pietrobono buildings could damage - possibly wipe out - these structures. These

buildings are antiques as you know.

Are there any recycling plans for the used solar panels? Not only should there be a plan in place, but
money for recycling should be up front because another company could be the owner of the lease and the
solar installation. The decommissioning plan does not address recycling of the panels.

Is it acceptable to the Planning Board to have two unknown and possibly uncontrollable commercial
entities in the midst of residents who thought they were protected by residential zoning? The leases on
both the solar installation and cell tower could be sold or sublet, and/or the actual solar anay and the cell
tower itself could be sold or leased. How is Mt. Kisco going to protect the neighbors?

2



Furthermore, there has been and still is a lack oftransparency about the leases. Please explain how the
Town, Planning, or Zoning boards can make any decision about either of these applications without
knowing the contents - the permissions and restrictions imposed on the lessees - of these leases. I would
think that the applicants' refusal to show the leases would be a deal breaker. These leases seem to allow
the lessees to destroy the asset - the land - unlike a special use, for example, of selling candy and sweets
in a shopping area zoned for non-food retail. The asset, in such a case, would not be irrevocably altered.

The clear-cutting of a swath of trees - the center of the hill - could and most likely will create a wind
tunnel which will concentrate the winds as they blow on the properties to the north and east sides of the
parcel. This was affirmed by Matt Gilbert from Asplundh Tree Expert, LLC, a company hired by Con Ed
for tree management. I spoke with Mr. Gilbert when his company needed my permission to remove an
ash tree on my property which could have fallen across Sarles St. (on the cables) in a wind storm. He used
the term "wind tunnel," and said that his company does a lot of work in our area due to the high winds.
How is the applicant going to prevent this from happening? I have experienced tornado type gusts which
have taken down trees in a narrow path through my woods and across my property, and these winds have
come from the location of the proposed solar array. Such concentrated winds will be particularly
dangerous for 2 Sarles St, 22 Sarles St, and the new Chabad synagogue with its big window facing west.

On to the FEAF:

The presentation of the FEAF by Mr. Kates was a surprise in many ways - one of which was learning that
Mr. Kates was working for Mt. Kisco and not the applicant. After he suggested that it might be possible
to get "tree credit" for undisturbed areas -- for uncut trees - in a development, I was sure he was
supporting the interests of SCS and Homeland.

But Mr. Kates gets an A for effort. However he does not get an A for his handling of the FEAF. My
impression from the meeting was that Mr. Kates had been told to produce a document which would not
trigger an EIS, one which could slide by so smoothly that the hearing would be closed and a negative
declaration pronounced by the Planning Board.

I got the impression that some members of the Planning Board have had little experience with the FEAF;
why else would Mr. Kates spend time talking about how to fill out a multiple choice form? His
description of the multiple choice format was detailed, but his summary of the contents was slick and
evasive as he only chose to talk about a few of the categories with his o'no or little impact" answers. Mr.
Kates' answers were so off the mark that I have chosen to believe that he was not purposefully working to
avoid an EIS, but instead he is simply not familiar with the area at large and the parcel in particular.

I have lived next to the property in question for almost 40 years, and have experienced the impact of the
destruction of almost 4 acres next to my property. I have seen what the lack of a visual impact study
produces (view of a retaining wall when a view of the woods was the aim) and I have seen the impact on
wildlife which this development has produced. My answers differ from those of Mr. Kates but they are in
agreement with the neighbors' submitted comments about a more significant destruction of the land and
habitat than Mr. Kates indicated. I will not go over the answers one by one, but I will tell you about
question 17g on page 10 ofPart II.

But first: a word about the process of producing the FEAF. For the development (in Bedford) next to my
property, the filling out of the FEAF was done at a Planning Board Meeting. Mr. David Sessions
represented the applicant, and he went over the questions on Part I and Part II with the entire Planning
Board. Mr. Osterman, the Director of Planning, sat on the side and answered any questions asked of him.
Every question on Part I and Part II was considered and the box marked with the answer agreeable to both
the applicant and the Board. It was very time consuming, and to the credit of the Planning Board, they did
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not gloss over any questions without frrst deciding if they were truly relevant. Part III was written by the
Planning Board after Parts I and II had been completed.

Mr. Kates checked NO for Section #17 which is Consistency with Community Plans. Accordingly,
question "g" was not addressed. Here it is.

It is necessary to understand the area which, although in Bedford, impacts Mt. Kisco. Here is a map of the
area. A negative declaration - the green light for the proposed development - could force the property
owners of Parcel #l and Parcel #5 to leave. This would clear the way for future plans by people waiting -
and waiting it out - in the wings.

Parcel # 2 is 220 South Bedford road where Chabad is building a synagogue-religious school-nursery
school-community center. Chabad tried to buy Parcel #l (which is 20Yo commercial), Parcel #5 which is
residential, and Parcel # 3 which is the Unitarian Fellowship of Northern Westchester. They offered the
Unitarians 1.8 million dollars which they said was twice the market value of the property, but the
Unitarians turned the offer down. The Unitarian Fellowship building was designed by Victor Christ-Janer,
a Brutalist architect and associate of a group of "modern' architects working in the New Canaan area, one
of whom was Marcel Breuer. Mr. Christ-Janer has a place in the history of architecture - an interesting
topic for another time.

Chabad wants the Unitarian property, #3, for the parking lot. They would like my property, #5, as well.
The tennis court would make a dandy parking lot AND they would have an entrance on Sarles St on a
separate property which would be good for them since they have been restricted to one driveway on South
Bedford Rd. Real estate agents have called pretending they have an interested client, and a stalker
frequently sends texts about buying my property. I have also received a letter from a family with 5

children at Fox Lane who would like to move from a lovely road off 172 between Bedford and Pound
Ridge to Sarles St. These are not people who want to look at the sunset through soon to be clear-cut trees
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and enjoy the quirks of a92 year old house. An electric plant on the hill with a cell tower in direct line of
vision would eliminate any possibility that my house or Mr. Peitrobon's house would ever be sold to
someone wanting to live the New England antique house in the country fantasy on the edge of Mt. Kisco.

Parcel #4 was purchased by the person who sold Parcel #2 to Chabad (in a secret deal). He was advised
(secretly) that because the corner of the property is opposite West Patent Road it would be a good
investment, especially if a traffic light were ever placed at this intersection. Additionally, the property has
a driveway that goes from Linden Lane to South Bedford Road. Mr. Rice, the owner of this property,
offered his property to Homeland for the cell tower. The tower (according to the site plan) was to be
placed right next to the Unitarian building and probably 30 feet from the sandbox for the nursery school
playground. Mr. Rice did not think the $1200 a month he was offered was adequate and sent Homeland
away. This is what Mr. Rice told me. What is definitely true is that Mr. Rice considers this property to be
an investment, and he will sell it to anyone who offers him 1.5 million dollars. He regrets not getting
quite this amount from Chabad for his previous property.

The property which belonged to Rippowam-Cisqua School is just north of Parcel #3 and I do not know if
it has been sold. The Chair of the Planning board in Bedford agreed with people working on the new
Comprehensive Plan that the number of special permits in one area (specifically in this area) should be
limited, but Rippowam already has a special permit so any similar business will probably not have to
jump through hoops to get one too.

The correct box to check for 17g is "Moderate to Large Impact May Occur." Turning 180 South
Bedford Road into an industrial parcel, which is what the solar farm and cell tower would do, will force
homeowners out and open their properties to commercial uses or possibly religious uses. And "use" has a
wide interpretation. With RLUIPA you cannot say no. You will lose any Article 78 you file. Any
development in this area will be Bedford's "problem," but Mt. Kisco will get the traffic and congestion
and have to deal with the never ending accidents from the increased traffic making illegal left hand turns
from Sarles St onto 172.

As a final item, I want to share this map of the "Open
Space" in Bedford which extends from 172 to Guard Hill
Rd. If this land were accessible, trails on it could lead to
Guard Hill Preserve, a parcel which was donated to the
town of Bedford for the enjoyment of the view and nature.

I have no idea how Open Space works - how "open" it is
- but if 180 South Bedford Road were to become a park, it
might be possible to connect it to this Open Space and
create trails which would lead to this beautiful historic hill
overlooking Bedford and Long lsland Sound.

Thank you for your time and patience and for
volunteering to serve on the Planning Board. I appreciate
your efforts and hope that you can understand my being in
the position - as are my neighbors - of having the value of
our homes as well as the quality our lives compromised
by an application you feel compelled to entertain.

Sincerely,

Nancy El Bouhali



Patti Tipa

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Luca Fariello <luca@wildlifepreserves.org>
Wednesday, March 2,2022 7:23 AM
Village Manager; Michelle Russo; PattiTipa
Len Fa riel lo ; ajashotwel l@wi ld I ifepreserves. org
Wildlife Preserves Public Comments
2022-3-1 -W P Written Com ments. pdf

VillageiTown of Mount l(isco
Planning Board

MAR 0 2 Z0ZZ

RECEIVED

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links oropen attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Good morning,

Please see attached, Wildlife Preserves comments regarding the SCS Sarles St. and Homeland Towers applications.

Please confirm you have received our comments

Thank you.

Luca Fariello
Wildlife Preserves lnc.
Office: (973) 887-0096
Cell: (973) 936-9294
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WILDLIFE INC.
DEOICATED TO ÍHE PRESERVATION OF TURAL AREAS, WILDLIFE AND WILDLIFE HABITAT

One Gateway Center, Suite 2500
Newark, New f ersey 07L02

Office: 973-887-0096
www.WildlifePreserves.org

Village/Town of Motint Kisco
Planning Board

MAR O 2 Zl,l.?

R.ECEIVED

March 1,2022
SENT VIA EMAIL
Michael Bonforte, Chairman
Members of Mount Kisco Planning Board
104 Main Street
Mount Kisco, NY 10549
pla nn i ng (@mguJrtkiscony. qov

Re: SCS Sarles St. LLC and Homeland Towers Applications

Dear Members of the Mount Kisco Planning Board,

On behalf of Wildlife Preserves, lnc., I offer the following Comments, Summary of Facts,
and Questions that we are requesting be answered in writing by the Board and/or the
Applicant:

Comments:

1. The proposed Applications, especially cumulatively, will have an adverse
(negative) impact on the land, the environment, scenic vista, and ambience of
Wildlife Preserves' property and the surrounding community. Clearing a forest for
a solar array and erecting a tall unsightly cell tower adjacent to a nature preserve
are incompatible uses within an area designated as a Conservation District.

2. Denying the variances requested by the Applicants would be justifiable and
appropriate when considering what is being proposed, the fact that alternate
locations which would be better suited for these projects are currently being
considered, and the vast opposition from the community.

3. The Board should consider the Village's Steep Slope Code, attached herein, to
justify the importance of Steep Slopes and why they must be protected.

4. The Board should consider an independent unbiased, on-site, Threatened and
Endangered Species Assessment, orchestrated through the Village Manager,
and paid for by the Applicant's escrow account.

5. A village-wide Alternative Site Analysis should be conducted, which is important
to determine whether the impacts of these proposed projects could be built
elsewhere with less negative impacts.

6. Mitigation should only be used when construction is unavoidable
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SCS Sarles St. and Homeland Towers Applications
February 24,2022
Page 2 of 3

Summarv of the Facts:

1. SCS Sarles Street, LLC is proposing to install a 6-acre Solar Array. They
propose removing well over 500 trees from a mature forest and seek variances
for disturbing the Steep Slopes and a Special Use Permit on a lot that is in a
Conservation District.

2. There is another application for the same lot, seeking the same variances,
submitted by Homeland Towers which proposes building a Cell Tower in the 200'
buffer that the Solar Array application boasts as "preserved forest" on their plan.

3. Both Applications rely solely on the Board's discretion for variances, meaning
although the proposed projects may be a Permitted Use, the Applications cannot
proceed unless the Board allows the Applicants to deviate from local ordinances,
Specifically, the Village's Tree Preservation Ordinance, Steep Slopes, and
Special Use Permit.

4. The proposed Applications go against the Village's Vision Plan Goals,
Objectives, and lmplementation Strategies.

5. The Applicant's Vegetative Management Plan is based on "naturalization". lf not
actively managed, this will result in invasive plants out competing all the native
plants.

6. There are no public comments in support of the proposed applications that do not
have ties to the Applicant.

7 . A majority of the community is opposed to the applications including residents,
surrounding property owners, local non-profits, and advisory boards.

8. The public has made reasonable requests which have been repeatedly
disregarded.

9. The Applicant has failed to adequately answer questions or address concerns
raised by the public.

10. The Board has also not yet adequately answered questions or addressed
concerns raised by the public.

11. Better suited locations for both projects are currently being explored and actively
being considered. Which is important because these proposed projects are
avoidable.

12.The Board has not requested any new submissions from the Applicant in over a
month.

Wildlife Preserves lnc. r (973) 887-0096 o WildlifePreserues.org



SCS Sarles St. and Homeland Towers Applications
February 24,2022
Page 3 of 3

Please Provide Answers to the Followinq Questions:

1. lf these Applications are a Permitted Use, then why do they require Special Use
Permit?

2. How does the Applicant plan to mitigate the excessive tree removal on the
property in accordance with the Village's Tree Preservation Ordinance?

3. Are there any objections from the Board to requiring the applicant to record a

conservation easement, for the required 200' buffer, as a condition of approval?

4. Are there any objections from the Board to requiring that the proposed plantings
be guaranteed to survive at least three-years?

5. Are there any objections from the Board to requiring an independent
environmental consultant, to conduct an unbiased, on-site, threatened and
endangered species assessment, orchestrated through the Village Manager, and
paid for by the Applicant's escrow account?

ln conclusion, and on behalf of Wildlife Preserves and the surrounding community,
please do not allow this application to ruin the favorable reputation of Mount Kisco
government, the local ecosystem, the aesthetics of the neighborhood, and the character
of the community.
Be practical. Be reasonable. Be considerate. Be accountable, The fate of this
neighborhood is in your hands.

Thank you for your service to the community

c,

ca Fariello
Assistant Land Manager
Wildlife Preseryes lnc.
Lu ca@Wi ld I ife Prese rves. org

Enc: (1) S 1 10-33.1 . Natural resources protection regulations

Wildlife Preserves lnc. o (973) 887-0096 r WildlifePreserves.org



$ 110-33.1. Natural resources protection regulations. [Added 4-21-2003 by L.L.
No.2-20031

In addition to all other requirements of the Zoning Code, all development in the Village
shall comply with the following natural resources protection regulations:

A. Steep slopes.

(1) Development limitations. To protect environmentally sensitive lands, preserve

the Village's natural resources, and promote the orderly development of land,
development on parcels that contain excessively steep slope areas, which
parcel on the effective date of this chapter is in excess of 40,000 square feet
and is in single, undivided ownership, shall be limited by deducting the
following from the gross lot area of such parcels to determine the net lot area

fin conjunction with $ 110-33.18(1) herein]:

(a) Fifty percent of the area of steep slopes greater than25Yo.

(b) Twenty-five percent of the area of steep slopes greater than20o/o but not
greater than25o/o.

(2) Steep slopes protection regulations.

(a) Purpose. For the purpose of preventing erosion, preventing stormwater
runoff and flooding, providing safe building sites, preventing landslides
and soil instabilþ, protecting the quantity and quality of the Village's
surface and groundwater resources, protecting important scenic views
and vistas, preserving areas of wildlife habitat, minimizing the area of
land disturbance related to site development and protecting the Village's
character and property values, it is the intent of these steep slope

regulations to minimize disturbance on steep slopes and to avoid
disturbance and construction activities on very steep slopes. Further, it is
the intent of these steep slope regulations to minimize the development of
hilltops and ridgelines. The Village Board, the Planning Board, the

Zoning Board of Appeals, the Building Inspector and the Village
Engineer shall take these objectives into consideration in reviewing and

acting on any plans submitted pursuant to the provisions of this chapter.

(b) Exempt and regulated activities.

t1l Regulated activities.

[a] It shall be unlawful to create any disturbance greater than 100

square feet in aggregate, or to cut any tree with a diameter
greater than four inches when measured from 1 1/2 feet from
ground level, on any steep slope, hilltop, or ridgeline, other than

an exempt activity as defined herein, without a Steep Slopes

Permit issued in conformance with these regulations.

tbl In order to protect the stability of slopes and to ensure the safety



$ 110-33.1 $ 110-33.1

of residents, construction activities on steep slopes shall be
minimized and shall follow the standards for grading set forth
herein.

[c] Construction activities shall not be permitted on very steep

slopes unless there is no viable alternative.

12] Exempt activities. The following activities shall be exempt from
provisions of this chapter:

[a] Any customary landscaping, provided that any such activity
conforms to all other applicable laws of the Village of Mt.
Kisco.

tb] Repair of existing structures with no increase in any physical
dimension.

(c) Standards for development approval. In denying, granting, or granting
with modifications any application for a steep slopes permit, the Planning
Board shall consider the consistency of the proposed activity with the
following standards:

t1] Disturbance and construction activities on very steep slopes shall not
be permitted unless there is no viable alternative.

l2l Disturbance of areas with steep slopes shall be in conformance with
the following provisions:

[a] The planning, design and development of buildings shall
provide the maximum in structural safety and slope stability
while adapting the affected site to, and taking advantage of, the
best use ofthe natural terrain and aesthetic character.

tbl The terracing of building sites shall be kept to an absolute
minimum. The construction of retaining walls greater than six
feet in height or 60 feet in length shall not be permitted unless
there is no viable alternative.

[c] Roads and driveways shall follow the natural topography to the
greatest extent possible in order to minimize the potential for
erosion and shall be consistent with other applicable
regulations of the Village of Mt. Kisco and current engineering
practices.

ld] Replanting shall consist of vegetation intended to further slope

stabilization with a preference for indigenous woody and
herbaceous vegetation.

[e] When development activities are proposed to occur on hilltops
or ridgelines, the plans submitted for review shall demonstrate
that the impacts on the functions, aesthetics and essential
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characteristics of such areas are effectively minimized and
mitigated. The natural elevations and vegetative cover of
ridgelines shall be disturbed only if the crest of a ridge and

the tree line at the crest of the ridge remains unintemrpted and
shall not be permitted unless there is no viable alternative. This
may be accomplished either by positioning buildings and areas

of disturbance below a ridgeline or hilltop or by positioning
buildings and areas of disturbance at a ridgeline or hilltop so

that the elevation of the roof line of the building is no greater

than the elevation of the natural tree line. However, under no
circumstances shall more than 50 feet along a ridgeline, to a
width of 50 feet generally centered on a ridgeline, be disturbed.

tfl Any regrading shall blend in with the natural contours and

undulations of the land.

tgl Cuts and fills shall be rounded off to eliminate sharp angles at

the top, bottom, and sides of regraded slopes.

th] The angle of cut and fill slopes shall not exceed a slope of one

vertical to two horizontal except where retaining walls,
structural stabilization, or other methods acceptable to the
Village Engineer are used, in which case the angle shall not
exceed a slope ofone vertical to three horizontal.

lil Tops and bottoms of cut and fill slopes shall be set back from
structures a distance that will ensure the safety of the structures

in the event of the collapse of the cut or fill slopes. Generally,
such distance shall be considered to be six feet plus 1/2 the

height of the cut or fill.

tj] Disturbance of rock outcrops shall be by means of explosives
only if labor and machines are not effective and only if rock
blasting is conducted in accordance with all applicable
regulations of the Village of Mt. Kisco and the State of New
York.

tk] Disturbance of steep slopes shall be undertaken in workable
units in which the disturbance can be completed and stabilized
in one construction season so that areas are not left bare and

exposed during the winter and spring thaw periods (December

15 to April 15).

tl] Disturbance of existing vegetative ground cover shall not take

place more than 15 days prior to grading and construction.

[m] Temporary soil stabilization, including, if appropriate,
temporary stabilization measures such as netting or mulching
to secure soil during the grow-in period, must be applied to an

J
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area of disturbance within two days of establishing the final
grade, and permanent stabilization must be applied within 15

days of establishing the final grade.

[n] Soil stabilization must be applied within two days of
disturbance if the final grade is not expected to be established
within 2l days.In locations where construction activities have

temporarily ceased, temporary soil stabilization measures must
be applied within one week.

lo] Topsoil shall be stripped from all areas of disturbance,
stockpiled and stabilized in a manner to minimize erosion and

sedimentation, and replaced elsewhere on the site at the time of
final grading. Stockpiling shall not be permitted on slopes of
greater thanl0%o.

tp] No organic material or rock with a size that will not allow
appropriate compaction or cover by topsoil shall be used as fill
material. Fill material shall be no less granular than the soil
upon which it is placed, and shall drain readily.

tq] Compaction of fïll materials in fill areas shall be such to ensure

support of proposed structures and stabilization for intended
uses.

trl Structures shall be designed to fit into the hillside rather than
altering the hillside to fit the structure. (Among the methods
that may be employed to achieve this goal are reduced fooþrint
design, "step-down" structures, stilt houses, minimization of
grading outside the building footprint, placement of structures
at minimum street setback requirements to preserve natural
terrain, etc.).

[s] Development shall be sited on the least sensitive portions of the

site to preserve the natural landforms, geological features, and

vegetation.

ttl The stability of slopes and the erodibility of soils on slopes is a
function of various physical soil properties and underlying
bedrock conditions. Where site surveys indicate the presence of
soils or underlying bedrock conditions the physical properties

of which might present limitations on construction practices or
high erodibility that may result in unstable slopes, the Planning
Board may limit the type and extent of construction activities
or disturbance to these areas as necessary to ensure public
health, safety, and welfare.

[u] Impacts from construction activities or other disturbance on

bedrock outcrops and glacial erratics shall be minimized.
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[v] All measures for the control of erosion and sedimentation shall
be undertaken consistent with this chapter and with the
Westchester County Soil and Water Conservation District's
"Best Management Practices Manual for Erosion and Sediment
Control," and New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation "Guidelines for Urban Erosion and Sediment
Control", as amended, or its equivalent satisfactory to the
Planning Board, whichever requires the higher standards.

[w] All proposed disturbance of steep slopes shall be undertaken
with consideration of the soils limitations characteristics
contained in the Identification Legend, Westchester County
Soils Survey, 1989, as prepared by the Westchester County Soil
and Water Conservation District, in terms of recognition of
limitation of soils on steep slopes for development and

application of all mitigating measures, and as deemed
necessary by the Planning Board.

(d) Permit procedures.

tl] Application for permit. An application for a steep slopes permit shall
be filed with the Planning Board, and shall contain the following
information and such other information as required by it, except
when waived by the Planning Board as not pertinent or necessary for
the proposed disturbance :

[a] Name, post office address and telephone number of the owner
and applicant.

lbl Street address and Tax Map designation of property covered by
the application.

[c] Statement of authority from owner for any agent making
application.

td] Listing of property owners adjacent to, across streets from, and

downslope within 500 feet of the properfy, and any additional
property owners deemed appropriate by the Planning Board.

[e] Statement of proposed work and purpose thereof.

lf] A statement prepared by a licensed architect, registered
landscape architect, or engineer, that describes:

ti] The methods to be used in overcoming foundation and

other structural problems created by slope conditions, in
preserving the natural watershed and in preventing soil
erosion; and

tii] The methods to be used to eliminate or mitigate water
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runoff on all adjacent properties and any other property
that will be naturally affected by increased water runoff.

tg] A statement made under the seal of a licensed professional
engineer certifying that:

ti] The proposed activity will disturb the steep slope area to
the minimum extent practicable; and

tii] The proposed mitigation measures will prevent, to the
maximum extent practicable, the adverse effect of any
disturbance of the steep slope area on the environment and
any neighboring properties.

thl Eleven copies of plans for the proposed regulated activities
drawn to a scale of not less than one inch equals 50 feet (unless

otherwise speciflred by the Planning Board). Such plans shall be
sealed and show the following:

ti] Location of proposed construction or disturbance and its
relationship to property lines, easements, buildings, roads,
walls, sewage disposal systems, wells, and wetlands
within 100 feet of the proposed construction or
disturbance, unless a greater distance is deemed
appropriate by the Planning Board.

tiil Estimated material quantities of excavatior/fill.

[iii] Location and size of areas of soils by soils types in the area
of proposed disturbance and to a distance of 100 feet
surrounding the area of disturbance.

[iv] Existing and proposed contours (NGVD, National
Geodetic Vertical Datum) at two-foot intervals in the area

of proposed disturbance and to a distance of 100 feet
beyond.

[v] Slope categories for the entire project site itself showing
at minimum the steep slope and very steep slope
categories. Slope is to be determined from on-site
topographic surveys prepared with a two-foot contour
interval. The vertical rise is to be measured, on the basis
of two-foot contours, in a ten-foot horizontal length.

[vi] Cross sections of steep slope areas proposed to be
disturbed.

[vii] Retaining walls or like constructions, with details of
construction.

[viii] Erosion and sedimentation control plan prepared in
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accordance with the requirements listed above in
Subsection A(2)(c)[2][k] through [o]. These plans must
be submitted under the seal of a licensed professional
engineer and must show and certi$r the following:

[A] All existing and proposed natural and artificial
drainage courses and other features for the control of
drainage, erosion and water.

lB] The calculated volume of water runoff from the
slope(s) and from the lot in question, as unimproved.

lC] The calculated volume of water runoff from the
slope(s) and from the lot in question, as improved.

[D] The existence, location and capacity of all natural and

artificial drainage courses and facilities within 500
feet of the lot, which are or will be used to carry or
contain water runoff to and from the slopes(s) and the
lot.

til If required by the Planning Board, a detailed monitoring
program, including but not necessarily limited to written status

reports at specified intervals documenting activities undertaken
pursuant to a permit.

tt] A list of all applicable county, state or federal pe'rmits that are

required for such work or improvements.

lk] An application fee in the amount set forth in a fee schedule

established by the Village Board.

tll Other details, including specific reports by qualified
professionals on soils, geology and hydrology, and borings and/

or test pits, as may be determined to be necessary by the

Planning Board.

l2l Application review. The Planning Board may hire professionals to
review a steep slopes permit application at the sole expense of the

applicant, as part of its powers also enumerated in $ ll0-45C(8) of
this chapter.

t3l Notice and public hearing. The Planning Board shall not decide on

any application for a steep slopes permit without first holding a

public hearing, notice of which hearing, including the substance of
the application, shall be given by publication in the official
newspaper of the Village at least 15 days before the date of such

hearing. In addition to such published notice, the applicant shall
cause such notice to be mailed at least 10 days before the hearing to
all owners of property which lies within 300 feet of the property for
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which approval is sought and to such other owners and by such other
means of notification as the Planning Board may deem advisable.

[Amended 12-28-2009 by L.L. No. 7-20091

t4l Action by the Planning Board. A determination shall be made to
approve, approve with modifications and conditions, or disapprove
the application within 60 days of closure of the public hearing. In
approving any application the Planning Board may impose such

conditions or limitations as it determines necessary to ensure

compliance with the intent, purposes and standards of this chapter.

(e) Duration of permit.

11] Activities specified by the steep slopes permit shall be undertaken
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter and any conditions of the
permit and shall be completed according to any schedule set forth in
the permit.

l2l A steep slopes permit shall expire on the completion of the activities
specified and shall be valid for a period of one year from the date of
approval, or for the period of any other permit or approval issued by
the Planning Board.

t3] A permit may be renewed by the Planning Board for a period of up
to one year.

(Ð Security. In granting a permit, the Planning Board shall require a security
in an amount and with surety and conditions sufficient to insure its
compliance with the conditions and limitations set forth in the permit.

(g) Inspection and monitoring.

11] The Planning Board may inspect, or cause to be inspected by its
representative, activities pursuant to a permit so as to ensure

satisfactory completion at the sole expense of the applicant.

l2l The Planning Board may require that the applicant submit for
approval a detailed monitoring program, including but not
necessarily limited to written status reports at specified intervals
documenting activities undertaken pursuant to a permit.

t3] The Planning Board may require that the activities undertaken
pursuant to a permit be supervised by an appropriate licensed
professional at the sole expense ofthe applicant.

(h) Violations; penalties.

t1l Notice of violation. Any person found violating any provision of this
chapter or the terms and conditions of any permit granted hereunder
shall be served with a written notice stating the nature of the

violation and providing a specific time for the satisfactory correction
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thereof, which time shall not be less than five days.

121 Stop order. The foregoing notwithstanding, if, in the judgment of
either the Village Engineer or the Building Inspector, there is a
violation of this chapter or any permit issued hereunder, then the
Village Engineer or the Building Inspector may issue a written order
to cease all work creating or causing said violation and directing the
applicant to appear before the Planning Board at its next meeting.
Upon the issuance of such an order and its delivery to the permit
holder or his agent or contractor, the permit shall be deemed to have

been suspended, and it shall be unlawful and a violation of this
chapter to continue the permitted activity. The official issuing such

an order shall rescind the order upon compliance with the permit and

the taking of such corrective action as shall be determined by the
permitting authority.

t3l Administrative sanctions.

[a] In addition to any penalties imposed under Chapter 1 of this
Code, upon finding that an applicant or any person acting as an

agent or contractor for the applicant has violated the terms of
this chapter or any permit issued hereunder, the Planning Board
may impose any one or more of the following sanctions for
each and every such violation:

til Revocation of the permit.

tiil Direction to restore the affected area within a reasonable

time to its condition prior to the violation, insofar as that
is possible.

[iii] Imposition of any additional conditions on the permit as

may be reasonably necessary to effectuate the restoration
of the affected area and/or prevent the recurrence of the
violation.

tb] Any restoration directed by the Planning Board that is not
completed as required may be completed by the Village at the
sole cost and expense ofthe applicant, pursuant to Chapter 92

of this Code.

B. Wetlands.

(1) Development limitations. To protect environmentally sensitive lands, preserve

the Village's natural resources, and promote the orderly development of land,

development on parcels that contain wetlands and waterways, which parcel on
the effective date of this chapter is in excess of 40,000 square feet and is in
single, undivided ownership, shall be limited by deducting the following from
the gross lot area of such parcels to determine the net lot area (in conjunction
with $ 110-33.14(1) herein:

:9



$ 110-33.1 $ r10-33.1

(a) Fifty percent of the area of all wetlands.

(b) One hundred percent of the area of all lakes, ponds, streams and other
such bodies of water.

(2) Development on parcels that contain any wetlands or waterways shall comply
with Chapter 107, Wetlands and Drainage Control.

C. Tree preservation. Any application for site plan or subdivision approval shall
comply with Chapter 99, Tree Preservation.

l0



Patti Tipa

VillageÆown of Mount Kiscoplannin¡¡ Board

lr^n ^ Â ^^^

From:
Sent:
IO:
Gc:

Subject:
Attachments

,r,,,,r v u CULL

Anita Stockbridge <adebs291 @gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3,2022 2:55 PM
Lizette Hernandez; pattiripa R-ECEIVED
John Rhodes; John Ohannes; Nigel Sizer; Heather Langham; Debbie Stanley; Michaela
Beitzel; Skip Beitzel; tim ghriskey; Lang Marsh; Melissa Beristain; John Stockbridge; Carol
Bouyoucos; Jon Jacobsen; Jason Garritt; Sue Greenwald; Anne Niemann
Fwd: Marsh
Scan Mar 3, 2022 at 1 .13 PM page 1 .jpg; Scan Mar 3, 2022 at 1 .13 PM page 2.jpg; Scan Mar
3, 2022 at 1 .13 PM page 3.jpg; Scan Mar 3, 2022 al1 .13 PM page 4.jpg; Scan Mar 3, 2022 at
1.13 PM page 5.jpg; IMG 2071.jpg

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Lisette and Patti,
Please acknowledge receipt of this letter and forward to the MKBOT and MKPB members and enter it
into the packet for the next meetings of both boards and into the record. I am sending under separate
email several other photos of rr4 S Bedford Rd
Thank you, Village/T'own of Mount Kisccr

Anita planning Bonrd

MAR 0 8 2027.

RHCEIVED
Dear Mayor Picinich and members of the Village Board,

Thank you for considering an alternative site for the mandated cell tower currently under
consideration at r8o S Bedford Rd.

This site would seriously impact the aesthetic and historic value of the neighboring 1911 amphitheater
and r83o's cottage located at 112 and rr4 S Bedford Rd. As you know the Marsh Sancturay serves
thousands of visitors and is open throughout the year. It's programs are educational, environmental,
as well as artistic. For over 65 years neighbors, volunteers, and the many people who treasure it have
supported and maintained the property and organized its programs to further its mission of
preserving open space, protecting wildlife and providing educational, artistic, and recreational
activities for the community. These same people have worked selflessly to protect this unique corner
of Mt Kisco and do not want to see it marred by an unsightly cell tower and inappropriately sited solar
power plant (it's NOT a "farm")

Marsh Sanctuary is accessible to all residents of Mount Kisco. Its extensive hiking trails connect to
Leonard Park and many other trails maintained bythe MKTrails Commission.

The naturalist who maintains the trails and the propertylives less than zoo feet from the proposed
tower. Located on steep slopes and with 54 trees removed the entire tower and substation will be
looming above this beautiful property.

The run offfrom excavation that will be neccesary on the steep slope where the tower is sited will
continue to impact the property, driveway entrance and the Kisco River tributarythere, contributing
to pollution of the drinking water at Leonard Park. You may have noticed the orange cones at the

1



entrance which are there due to the storm water runofffrom a storm in October. This is compounded
every time it rains. I wrote to Mayor Picinich, when it happend. To date the owner has done nothing
to correct the situatuation.

Attached are several photos and articles of past activities, plays, recitals, and childrens' programs
offered at this location since rgrr when the amphitheater was built.

The Board of Marsh Sanctuary, Inc. thoroughly supports moving the cell tower from r8o S Bedford
Rd to a more secluded location in Leonard Park much farther from the nearest homes. We also
support acquisition of the same propertyby eminent domain for the use of the public to be
permanently preserved for future generations of Mt Kisco residents. These two actions by the Village
Board would permanently cement your leadership in fulfilling the Vision Statement put forth in the
2oL9 Comprehensive Plan to preserve open space and neighborhood character of the village.

Thank you for taking the time to hear and consider our views,

Respectfully,
Marsh Sanctuary Board of Trustees

2
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Sclnctuq ry
arecetves gronf

crqftfor k¡d's
. MOUNT KISCO-The lvlarsh llleinorial

Sanetuary has' been reeognized by the
Ameriea the Beautiful Rmd of New York r

by the award of a "seed grant" of $1,350.
This grant will be used to stablish a erafts
pro$?m fof childreri at Brookside, the
nruseunl on Route 172.

The program w{ll be instituted with four
one-week sunlnrer clay camps for ehildren 

!' fronr kindergarten through ,. serenth
, grades. Teaehing of handcrafts will be

augrnented with exploration of the woods,
nreadows and nrarsh of the Sanetuar¡r.
Applieations will be,,weleomed.

The program will be .eontinued for
- classes of , the local sehools from sep-

tentber through NIal' under the direetion of
'Alice Joyee. Mrs. Joyee is in eharge of the
rnuseum, library and child edueation
classes for the saetuary. Fì¡rther informa-

. tion is available.al 241-3363, '



btrakespeare at lVlarsh

mt kisco
MAISH SANCIUARY, located on Route

172 at the edge of the vlllage, is gearlng up

for its summer ærles of special events'

Performanæs of Shakespeare's "The
Tempest" will begin on Wednesday and

continue through July 9. Sara Farwell of

the State Univçrsity at Purchase and the

ÀSTRA theatre will return to the Brook'
side amphltheater for her third summer as

producer and director.- 
Performances are at 8 p.m. each eve'

ning with Sunday matinees July 2 and I' at

3 p.m, Please ¡iote that there will be no

performance Monday, July 3, Admission is

liil for adults and $1,50 for children younger

ttnn U. Parking is at the Hammond 0ffice
Plaza, a shori ùalk from the sanctuary by

footbridge,

nME CHANGE: The tlatha Yoga class'

olfered through Moqt KiTo.Re_lï:ation

ilAnSn MSÛIORHL SANCnUAßY will present per'

' formances of two Shakesoe¡re Dltys, "Îhe Tempeett'

tnd "A lïlnter's T¡le." tùis surñmõr. The two produc' 1
tions will be underwriiten by a grant from Lila Acheson I
Wallace and wlll be held at lhe lanctuary amphltheater' JRoute l?2, MountKlsco.

n dreós'rehearsai nertormanee of "The Tempest"

wl[ be offered at reduôed prices ïVednesday, June 28, at

8 D'm' o¡enlns nisht wili be Thursday' June 29' at Iqg p.in., ttre shoù coitinuing through Sáturrlay, July-8'
fs There wili be a Saturdav matinee Julv I at 2:30 p.m' N0'' per{ormances will be gi"ven July I and l. Sara Farvell'
¡t bho teaches drama at-the StateUniversity of New York

.¡ College at Purchase, will dlrect the production with a

cast of students from the college.
i. "A ïVinter's T¡le" will run from Friday, July 21, toV Sunday, July 30, at I p.m. wlth two Sunäay matlnees

scheduled for July ?3 and 30 at 2:30 p.m. Ilonald l(en't ¡edy, who produced "A Midsummer Night's Dream" for
d the sanctuary and ls a graduateofthedrama program at
I SUtly-purchase, wlll ðirect this productlon witñ a cast

"¡ of students and young professionals.

^ 
Anne Gregory wlll be in charge of costumes.t: 
Tickets, at $t.sO for chlldren,-$3 for adults, will be sold

{ at the amphitheater at the time of each performance.-6 
Tlckets for 'The Tempest" rehearsal preview will be

iL n.m. Proceeds from tiôket sales will benefit the Marsh
F Memorlal Sanctu¡rv maintenance fund'

Ol *rLitljLs 
is availáble in the Leonard Park Plaza lot on

THE NEW YORK îIMES, SUNDAY, JUIVE ,.FJ¡¿Â
hdtt

THEATER

ROCHELLE - "suicide Prohibited in

Jean-Phllippe Collard, Plani
8:30. t-7,50 to t12.50. Reserv¿
Thea¡er, Caramoor Center fc
Art¡, Route 137, 2324206'

OSSINING - "The Leaves B(
bratlon of Nature," perform
lish folk and country music
formed by Tuesday Consr
dancor. Today at 6 P,M.
Teatown Lake Reservat¡on

'Rd.782-2912.

PEEKSKILL- Woody Hermi
derlng Herd. Flrst ol serles
presented by Peeksklll Ar,
Saturday at 8. f0; member
students, $5; series subscri¡
vations. Paramount Theater

SCARSDALE - Robb Golds
Program features folh
music. Saturday at I P.M
Greênburgh Nature Cente
Rain location. C¡ubhouse. C
Park, Heatherdell Rd,,
ground cover.7233170.

TARRYTOWN - "lndepende
with Flreworks Display," fi
son's "Summer of Music r

BALITf,¡¡N PLACE - "The RItz," comedy'
wednesdav thmuph next Sundav. 8:3{1.

Reserva¡lõns, 35,$-to tt. Dlscount dvatlable
for the elderly, students and Sroups. Mahù
pac Farm Pláyhouse, Rout$ 6 and ll8, 62&
1169,

LltlSFOnL - "Shenandoah," starrlng Ron
Holßate. Today, and Tuesday to nex: Sun-
dalrThrcurh Julv 23. "Lestei Flatt and the
Naihvtue õrassi' Tomorrow only, op€ns
6:15; dinner ?; show 8:30. Sundays an hour
earlier. lI8 to tl8, Reservatlons. An Evening
DlnnerTheater, ll Clearbrook Rd. 6V2¿2n'

E

MOUNT KISCO - "The Tempest" by Shake-
sD€are. Sara Farwell, dlrector. Thursday to
next Sunday at I P.M. Sâturday matinee at
2:30 P.M. S3; children under 12 years uf age,
$1.50. Amphltheater at Bnooks¡de, Marsh
Memorial 

- 
Sanctuary, Route U2. Follow

signs for psrking, threÈmlnute walk to
Amphltheâter. 2¡ll J3ô3.

Performed s
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Sally Howe -'

I

College of New Rochelle. $

ed at both schools, Her
æntinues through July 21 n

are available for sale, Ttrei
inquiries. t

suMruDn Pnocnaùß
begin this week at the Mou
Library, The kick-off is t'
with a 90'minute film featu
most famous collie. And o

poetry and arts and crq
reading game, and regular

ltAPPY BIRTHDAY tr]

members Emanuela Brl<l
Chiola, Margaret Flttt.
Girard, Harold laqrm, r
Anna Pæquale, Their Jurl
be celebrated at Fox Cr,
\tttednqsd!¡. -_r

)
-

l
I

;

I

Shqkespeore's

'@btG,mn
in the Greek Amphitheotre

The Mor¡h Memoilol Sonctuory

Wednesdoy, June 28 Prevíew

Opening Night - June 29th
Evening ¡how¡ ot I PM.

June 29 & 30, JulY I ,2, 5, 6,7,8
2:30 mollnce JulY lrl

Porking Al Hommond Office Plozo, Rte. 172

Come eørly for o chorming wolk throøgh lhe woods

Adult¡: t3.00 Ghlldron: r1.50 Proview: t|.00
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ce, Staded þ trees ard
¡hes, most motorlsts nev-
notice it. i .'
, brook ru¡ning alongside
åe cottqgewends iB way
orrgh 38 acres of land
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utt árd it stands sentinel

n shingled cottage.
bdtind a pic*et .
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The jtdge's Sorr,.Ool,onel
Robert f,eù¡¡d'.-hd a
daughter, Martia, and a
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part of the history of Mount
Kisco.

l$illiarngave a partof the
property to tbe village in
memory of bis fatl¡er and
Leona¡d Park is stiü us€d

escapades form tbe bistori-
cal background of the cot-
tage and the sanctuary.
Shoumatoff {escribes her
activities in the booklet-

rwn alt üæ Marsh Sanctu-
today for Mount Kisco rec-
reation.

be cottage is "Brook- MABTIA'S little known
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Patti Tipa

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anita Stockbridge <adebs291 @gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3,2022 3:29 PM
Lizette Hernandez; Patti Tipa
Re: 114 s Bedford Rd Photos

C,AUÍION: Thls emall orlginated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

On Thu, Mar 3, 2022 at 3:04 PM Anita Stockbridge <adebs291@gmail.co wrote:
Lisette, and Patti,
Please enter these photos into the record for the Village Board meeting March 7 and the
Planning Board meeting March zz andforward to the members of both boards as attachments to our
letter.
Please acknowledge receipt of this email.
Thankyou, Anita

from the cell tower
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Martia Leonard's
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Village/Tov
o,,":T,#H:u¡rt Kisco

Patti Tipa t ntrnrr,
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

John Rhodes <johnrhodesTS6
Monday, March 14, 2022 3:56
Patti Tipa; Michelle Russo
Harry McCartney; Robin Buco; Alan Antin; Frank Pizzurroi Nicole Sturomski
CAC Comments on the Draft EAF
CAC_P B_re_EAF_O3 I 322. pdf ; CAC_P B_re_EAF_O 3 1 3 22 . docx

@gmail.com>
PM RECEfVËD

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Patti,
Please enter the attached comments into the Public Record for the current Planning Board Hearing regarding the
180 S. Bedford Rd. Solar Energy application.

Please also send copies to all the Planning Board members and staff, including Simon Kates at BFJ Planning.

Many thanks,
John

Also on Instagram as MountKiscoTrails and MountKiscoCAC

1



Village/Town of Mount Kisoo
Planning Board

MAR I 4 ?0?7"Date: 0212212022
To: Planning Board Chairman Bonforte, Members and Staff
From: MK CAC Chairman Rhodes and Members
Re: Unanswered Questions on SCS Application

RECEIVED

On behalf of the CAC, many thanks for your patience and hard work on this difficult
application.

This is a summary of our initial analyses and questions of the Draft EAF parts 2 and 3,
which was submitted to the Board and public at the previous session of the Public
Hearing regarding applications for development at 180 South Bedford Road.

Unfortunately, the Board decided to close the Public Hearing on this matter before the
Board and Staff had the opportunity to have a dialog with the public and interested
agencies regarding the shortcomings of this EAF, which were mentioned in numerous
public comments and documents. We hope and expect that all the questions and issues
raised in this analysis and comments offered to the Board by the public and agencies
during the course of Public Hearings on this application, will be fully addressed and
answered in the final EAF and accompanying documents.

Our guiding principle in offering these comments is, to the best of our ability, advise the
Planning Board to make the best possible decisions in this matter. We recommend that
these decisions that not only "check the boxes" of each separate regulatory section of
the EAF, but also adhere to the intent of the solar law and NYS environmental
regulations, and also encompass and remediate all the cumulative negative impacts of
lhe many aspects of the proposal.

Special Planning Board Powers in this Matter
The Village Board of Trustees has given the Planning Board greater than usual leeway
in applying the new Special Permitting in CD zones for solar installations. "ln approving
any application the Planning Board may impose such conditions or limitations as it
determines necessary to ensure compliance with the intent, purposes and standards of
this chapter". 110-33.1.4 Mt Kisco "Solar Law" (emphasis added)

According to the above and other sections of the applicable law, the Planning Board has
the power to require the applicant to take whatever actions are needed to assure that
the intent of the law is fulfilled-including full protection of the ecosystem and
community character. lf the applicant chooses not to meet these requirements or is
unable to do so, then their applicant cannot be approved.

The draft EAF Parts 2 and 3 is a bit disappointing, in that appears to give little weight to
the many hours of testimony and questions, and the hundreds of pages of submissions
by residents, experts, non-profits, councils, and boards. Almost all have expressed deep
concerns regarding the potential serious environment impacts of this application. When



these concerns are mentioned at all in the EAF drafts, they are generally minimized
along with the detailed scientific or legal questions they have raised. ln many instances,
no specific answers have yet been given to these serious questions. lt is our
understanding that it would not be proper to close the hearinq. or continue to a
determination. until allthese substantive questions and concerns have been specifically
answered on the record.

The CAC's Specific Concerns and Questions regarding the EAF Draft
Here are our specific concerns and question regarding the EAF draft and related issues,
and we would appreciate if they all could be clearly addressed, in writing, in the next
draft of the EAF and in related Board Documents and Proceedings

Additionally, we have yet to see either in writing or as part of any Board discussion,
answers to the 10 points of environmental, legal, and procedural concerns submitted to
the Board on behalf of the CAC, in writing, as part of these proceedings (included in the
Public Record for this Hearing). We would appreciate specific answers to those
concerns as well, as they represent many hours of hard work by dedicated volunteers
(much like yourselves), who were appointed by the Village to advise and educate our
municipal government on these matters.

ln order to be as efficient as possible, I have combined our responses to each section/
topic of Part2 and Part 3 of the draft EAF under a single heading.

1. lmpact on Land
a. While the box for "Moderate to Large lmpact May Occur" has been appropriately

checked, the commentary appears to negate this designation, for what we believe
are invalid reasons.

Our comment:
The Steep Slope Disturbance is well over100.000 sg ft.-the largest disturbance of this
type proposed in tour town in many years, with almost 50% of this disturbance on very
steep slopes of more than 25% grade. This extensive disturbance poses a major threat
to numerous environmental services and, by itself, should be enough to trigger a
Positive Declaration.

The consultant properly quotes the Village Code, "Construction activities shall not be
permitted on very steep slopes unless there is no viable alternative." And, while it is true
that the applicant has reduced the very steep slope disturbance somewhat since the
initial (withdrawn) proposal, the applicant has refused several requests from Planning
Board and ZBA members to produce hard evidence that there is "no viable alternative".
The applicant has repeatedly claimed that they cannot reduce the project disturbance
any further, only to return months later with another small incremental reduction in size.
They have also refused to produce a business plan or other proof to show why they
cannot viably reduce the size to be equal to their previous, very simila¡ project on the
Oakwood Cemetery site. lf they were to reduce the size of the project to that extent,
very steep slope disturbance might be drastically reduced, if not eliminated.



c. The proposed action may involve construction on land where bedrock is exposed...
Our comment:
Simply reducing the impact of erosion to meet bare minimum state and local standards
is not sufficient in an ecologically sensitive environment such as this. By separating out
each area of impact (slopes, bedrock, SWP, removal of trees and vegetation etc.), the
applicant rnight possibly be able to meet the minimum standards for each one. This
would not address, howeve¡ the cumulative impact of these many actions-and does
not provide for remediation to the "greatest possible extenf'as required by SEQR and
modern environmental science. For example, the negative environmental impact of
removing specimen trees on steep slopes, each one responsible for the transpiration of
up to 50,000 gallons of rainwater per year, has cumulative negative effects, including
increased erosion and habitat degradation.

Mllage law states: "Significant topographical features, such as steep slopes and large
rock outcrops, shall be preserved, except where, in the judgment of
the Planning Board, their alteration is necessary to achieve a
satisfactory site plan." Same issue as above - applicant has not proven that the
alterations are necessary.

Additional question: Does the estimate of 43 trucks used in calculating traffic and
related impacts only include vehicles needed for importation of "materials such as
topsoil and gravel topsoil"', or does it also include al!_the trucks required to import
panels, stanchions, electrical equipment, and other construction materials? lt would
seem that the total correct number would be much higher, increasing the impact on the
driveway, neighbor's quality of life and Rte. 172tratric. This estimate needs to be
checked and updated.

F. Same concerns regarding negative cumulative impacts applies here

2. lmpact on Geological Features

Should probably be YES

The exposed bedrock and cliff-like structures that are present on this property are
similar to those found in Leonard Park, and Marsh Sanctuary. These have proven to of
significant interest to residents, visitors, and scientists alike, and have been the subject
of natural history/geology guided walks over the years. While extensive interest in these
unusual forms, by itself, may not be proof of major significance, it should be factored in
with the many cumulative impacts of the project as currently planned. These formations
are are also included in features of special local interest mentioned in the Village's NRl.

3. lmpacts on Surface Water



Correctly checked as YES

Our comments:
The check box/category format tends to isolate each factor or impact. Our
understanding is that that modern ecological science, which is typically at least several
years or rnore ahead of state and local regulations, asks ¡¡s to consider the synergetic
and cumulative impacts of multiple factor or categories.

d. and e. should also be "Moderate to Large lmpact"
There are wetlands on and adjacent to the property, and the runoff and small streams
feed the Kisco River and are part of the protected Croton Watershed. The Kisco River is
also a primary water source for the Mllage's drinking water Wells in Leonard Park, and
Kirby Pond, which is a habitat for Great Blue Heron, Great White Egret, Osprey, Mallard
Ducks, and many other important species of birds fish, and turtles.

h. and l. are checked Moderate to Large, but the consultant's notes do not appear to
consider the long term impact on tl'¡e Marsh Sanctuary and the Kisco River. The
removal of many trees and other plants on steep slopes in this area, and compaction of
the soil in the disturbed areas will, according to expert testimony presented to the Board
by Dr. Nigel Sizer and others, have long-term cumulative negative impacts on the
impacted wetlands and streams.

It should also be noted that, according to the Mt Kisco NRI (p.71), the forest in question
"'shelters wetlands and streams that contribute drinking water to the above mentioned
Mt Kisco drinking water wells at Leonard Park." The CEA designated aquifer is likely
also the source for a number of residential wells.

These numerous water related impacts warrant a complete hydrological study. This may
also require a positive declaration, since the scope of such a study would require careful
attention to impacts on the Leonard Park wells, residential and institutional wells, the
Kisco Rivet and of course the underlying ,CEA designated, aquifer.

6. lmpacts on Air.

Should be checked YES

The removal of hundreds of mature native trees and uncounted number of shrubs and
grasses, will have a significant impact on the air quality of the community.

With local air quality already trending towards "poor", this community could suffer
significantly from the loss of more than 600 trees. Just one example - according to the
US Forest Service, each mature tree (>10 M sq) is responsible for cleaning hundreds of
grams of pollution material from the air each year.

7. lmpact on Plants and Animals



Correctly checked YES

But a., b., c., d., f., and g. should also be checked Yes, for Moderate to Severe lmpact.
This level of impact is supported by on the record submissions to the Board in this
rnatter by several experts, including Dr. Nigel Sizer (former President of the Rainforest
Alliance and environrnental advisor to Pres. Clinton), Luca Fariello of Wildlife Preserves,
and Greg Fletcher of Capital Environmental Services. (lncluded in the Public Record of
this Hearing)

It is true that these expert reports differ from that of the consultant hired by Sunrise
Solar. But it is for this very reason, and the lack of certainty engendered by this
disagreement, that the Board needs to issue a Positive Declaration-and include in the
the EIS scope a ful'l and independent habitat and ecosystem study as recommended by
Dr. Sizer and others.

We would also lìke to know why these expert offerings were, apparently, not included in
the conclusions represented in this form and commentary.

The survival of this unique and important ecosystem is too important to entrust to a
single report, selected by and paid for by the applicant.

Though the applicant did, as the consultant states, submit a wildlife study, we believe it
is limited and flawed in ways described by Dr. Sizer and other experts.

No NRI
Additionally, he applicant did not, as is stated in the draft, submit an NRl. An NRI is a
specific, official, technical document, defined by NYSDEC, and has legal standing when
accepted and adopted by a municipality.

The NRI prepared by the Mount Kisco CAC with assistance from NYSDEC and others is
such a document. lt is a 156-page book including dozens of maps, photos, and detailed
descriptions of the natural resources of Mount Kisco. The NRI also includes many
specific recommendations regarding the actions needed to preserve and protect those
resources. The Mount Kisco NRI has been included in local law both as Local Law 75-
A, and as an integral part of the Town's current Comprehensive Plan. The NRI is
referred to many times in the Comprehensive Plan, including in a directive to Village
government to follow the NRI's recommendations in planning and implementing
environmental and land use policies. The NRI also includes a very relevant summary of
a field survey conducted by independent naturalists of Marsh Sanctuary and the
surrounding land.

The Mount Kisco NRI may be found at:
https://cms6*revize.com/revize/mountkisco/government/boards_and_commissions/docs/
NRI%20%203.15.17.pdf



Additionally, several highly regarded experts and area naturalists have reported (and
even photographed) the presence of several listed species in and around this property
(including the Box Turtle and New England Cottontail)

The NYSDEC Full EnvironmentalAssessment Form (FEAF) Workbook states the
following with regard to Rare Species or Species of Special Concern (e.9. Eastern Box
Turtle)
3: "lf any animal Species of Special Concern or plant species listed as Rare exist or are
reported to be on or near the project site, answer "yes" and all sub-questions. lf none
exist, then move to Question E.2.q.
i. List any Species of Special Concern or Rare species found or reported on or near the
project site. ldentify its status as Species of Special Concern or Rare.
ii. Habitats can be used by animal Species or species of special concern for breeding,
hibernation, reproduction, feeding, sheltering, migration or overwintering. The site may
be used year-round, seasonally, or on a transient basis (passing through the area or
during migration.) Once animal Species of special concern species are identified on or
near the site, or if their habitats are on the project location, a field investigation may be
necessary to understand how the species may be using the site. This investigation
should be thorough enough to understand the role the project location plays in
supporting the species and whether there will be adverse modifications of that habitat.

The applicants unsupported claims regarding these, and other, species are not sufficient
to remove or remediate these concerns. The likelihood that the proposed development
will damage or fragment their habitat is not remediated by the applicant's claim that
these displaced animals can simply "go to Marsh Sanctuary or the Chase." A full,
independent habitat study is needed, and we advise that this can only now be
accomplished within the Scope of a Positive Declaration

9. lmpact on Aesthetic Resources
While the category is checked YES, we believe that sub-categories a. and c. should
also be checked, since "moderate to large impact may occur' in the conditions
described in both of these sub-categories.
a. Marsh Sanctuary is designated as a Scenic Resource and the proposed retention
basins, parking areas, and modified driveways will be visible from publicly frequented
areas of the Sanctuary.
c.1. Portions of the facility will be visible, seasonally, from vantage points in the Marsh
Sanctuary as well as residences and officially designated conservation areas within
Mount Kisco Chase, and from residences on the south side of Sarles St.

The cumulative impact of these factors would also be significantly increased when
combined with the aesthetic impact of the (officially non-segmented) Cell Tower
proposal.

10. Impact on Historic and Archeological Resources



This section is properly check YES, but we advise that that 10a,10c, 10d, and 1Oe.i
and 1Oe.sii should also be considered as having "moderate to severe impact."

While the historic structures in the vicinity (Marsh Caretaker's Cottage and Marsh
Amphitheater) have not yet been designated as historic landmarks, an application is in
process for these designations, and these structures are an essential and important part
of Mount Kisco and Westchester County history. The Board has heard from two Village
Historians (Harry McOartney of Mount Kisco, and John Stockbridge of Bedford) as well
from Laurie Kimsal, the Chairman of the Mount Kisco Landmarks Commission on this
topic. They all confirmed that these structures have been in continuous use for more
than 100 years, and both have played a significant role in local and regional history.

Why were these submissions, from the three most respected local authorities on local
history, not considered or even mentioned in the draft?

Since the application process has been initiated to grant landmark status to both of
these structures, we recommend that the Board not take any action that would permit
moderate to significant impact on the historic, or visual value of these structures and
their immediate sunoundings at this time. Both structures are in the immediate vicinity
of the proposed modified driveway and parking area, and both will have their
viewscapes heavily impacted by the proposed cell tower. The cumulative impact on
these historic structures would be significantly increased when combined with the
impacts of the, non-segmented, Cell Tower proposal, which is situated less than 200
feet uphill from the historic Amphitheater.

11. lmpact on Open Space and Recreation
This is checked NO but should be Checked YES
Sub-sections a, b, and d should also definitely be checked YES for Moderate to Severe
lmpact-for the following reasons:
a. The proposed action may result in an impairment of natural functions or'ecosystem
services'.... This is obviously true. You cannot remove hundreds of mature trees from a
property located largely on steep slopes, on a 25-acre property that has only had one
large single family home built on it since colonial times, without having a major impact
on a variety of 'ecosystem seryices'.

The only remaining question must be, "have these negative impacts been remediated to
the greatest extent possible." But, if you deny that these impacts exist, and therefore do
not examine them in detail, you cannot say that they have been effectively remediated.

Simply noting that the applicant has submitted a (self-serving, industry sponsored)white
paper on the relative carbon sequestration benefits of solar power installations does not
negate the testimony and written submissions from several experts and qualified
agencies.

The CAC advises that there has been sufficient evidence submitted that "The proposed
action may result in an impairment of natural functions or'ecosystem services'...." To



warrant a "Good, hard, look" at all of this evidence-and clear, public replies to all the
submitted expert documentation and to the questions raised therein.

b. "The proposed action may result in the loss of current or future recreational
resources" The answer to this is a definite yes, with moderate to large irnpact.

Current impacts include the visibility of retention ponds, fences, and solar panels from
trails in the Marsh Sanctuary and adjoining areas documented to have been used for
nature walks and hiking for well over fifty years.

Future impacts are greater, and might even be called extreme. The Village Board of
Trustees is cunently conducting Public Hearings to determine whether the Village
should take the entire 2S-acre property at 180 S. Bedford Rd by eminent domain. for the
purpose of preserving that property in perpetuity as recreational open space and
parkland.

lf the Planning Board affirms that the current proposal may not result in the loss of
"future recreationalresources" you are, in effect, ignoring and preempting the Village
Board of Trustees's stated attention and already initiated Public Hearing process. We
advise that this exceeds the mandate of the Planning Board, which is in all matters,
subordinate to lawful actions of the Board of Trustees.

c. "...loss of an area now informally used by the community as an open space
resource." This is also obviously true and should be noted as such.

There will be also some close-up disruption of the view from of the traditional trail
extending from the Marsh Sanctuary Sarles St driveway to the Amphitheater. Trees will
be cut down immediately adjacent that trail to create a retention area, and portions of
the solar farm will be seasonably visible from that trail. The Board was presented with
documentary evidence that this trail (and others) have been in use by the public for
more than 50 years.

The modified driveway and parking areas will also be clearly visible and audible from
the historic Caretakers Cottage and Amphitheater, and from the nearby scenic wetland

We advise that, while disruption of these informal and formal resources might not rise to
the level of "loss", that is a decision that the Board should only make after careful
deliberation. 11 . d. should not be dismissed out of hand, without independent
verification and evaluations - without even a checked box.

12. lmpact on Critical EnvironmentalAreas
Correctly checked as YES,

But a. and b. should probably also checked as "moderate to severe" until proven
otherwise. Any impact on the aquifer at least partially responsible for Mount Kisco's
drinking water supply should be evaluated with the utmost care and due diligence.



As was noted above - according to the Mt Kisco NRI (p.71), the forest in question
"shelters wetlands and streams that contribute drinking water to the above mentioned
Mt Kisco drinking water wells at Leonard Park."

The aquifer that was involved in the CEA designation is also involved in the private
drinking water wells on several properties adjacenl to the project area in Mount Kisco
and Bedford and, at the very least, a independent hydrological study strould be
conducted to determine what, if any, impact the cumulative disturbance of the the
project areas will have on these wells and those in Leonard Park.

13. lmpact on Transportation
Check as NO, but should be YES
d. "Tfr¡e proposed action will degrade existing pedestrian or bicycle accommodation,"
should be YES.
As,noted in 11.c. the proposed action will degr:ade the experience of pedestrian
accommodation along traditional trails, both in the Marsh Sanctuary and adjoining
prooerties.

Whether this impact would be Small or Moderate to Large is a matter for the Board to
discuss and evaluate, but the Form should recognize the potential impact, and not gloss
over the changes that would occur along these popular and historic trails.

15. lmpact on Noise, Odor or Light
Conectly check as YES, but at least one sub-impact should be checked Moderate to
Large
a. "The proposed action may produce sound levels above noise levels established by
local regulation."

Though the applicant has produced some data from its paid consultant that the noise
level will be below acceptable noise levels, doubts ware cast on this conclusion by other
material submitted to the Board. This is a very quiet area, with a nature preserve,
nesting habitat, and several isolated private homes highly valued for their quiet
surroundings. More than one member of the public presented reports, from other
jurisdictions, of similar solar applications that may have met, on paper at least, similar
local noise restrictions. Unfortunately, the reality of the situation, after construction,
proved to be quite different.

Since the applicant's consultant's findings were reasonable disputed, with documentary
evidence, during the Hearing, we ask the Board to consult an independent firm to arrive
at a clear and objective decision. This could be done now or following a Positive
Declaration and Scoping-but we advise that respect for residents' health, community
character, and the wildlife habitat require an independent re-examination of this factor.



e. While it primarily involves reflective lighting, rather than light generated by on-site
electric lighting, this is the only place on the E.A. Form where the latest science
regarding the "Lake Effect'could be considered. We advise that the Board consider the
impact on rnigrating and roosting birds of the bright reflection of sunlight from several
acres of solar panels. These effects have been shown to confuse birds, both those that
are flying over on migration, and more local flyers seeking to return to their nightly
roosting grounds. Collisions and injuries have been repofted in tfre literature (already
presented to the Board) as a result of birds apparently mistaking the panels for lake or
pond surface with a similar albedo and mirroring characteristics. This information was
previottsly delivered to the Board by members of the public during earlier Hearing
sessions.

One particulan concern is for the large nun'lber of Great Blue Heron who ftsh in Mount
Ksco's ponds and streams, including the ponds in Marsh Sanctuary Leonard Park,
F{owland l-ake, the Peninsula Wetland and otl'rer nearby streams and water bodies
Many of these Heron also fly over this propefiy on their way to and frorn their roosting
and r¡esting area in Bedford to the North and East. lt is very possible that these
nragnificent birds, who fish in our ponds and are the "mascots" of both Marsh Sanctuary
and the Mount Kisco CAC, would be confused by the reflecfions from the solar panels
and attempt to land on them-risking serious injury or even death.

We advise that the Board seek the opinion of an independent avian expert, to assist in
aonsideration of possible remediation measures that would help avoid any such tragic
events.

16.lmpact on Human Health
Checked as NO. We believe this should be YES, and that 16. M. should be selected for
"Moderate to Large lmpact may occur."

Please see our advice regarding questions #6.

According to the USDA Forest Service, each of the hundreds of mature trees (>10 M sq)
planned for removal at this site is currently responsible for cleaning hundreds of grams
of pollution material from the air each year. The increased air pollution that would result
from cutting down the requested number of trees would therefore expose local residents
to hundred of kilograms of additional airborn toxic compounds. These trees are the
"lungs of the community" and, without them children at the local schools and homes
would face a slight but not insignificant increased risk of respiratory disease.

We advise that you include these and other health benefits of these trees in your
deliberations, and reflect that in your EAF.

17. Gonsistency with Gommunity Plans
Checked NO but should be YES



a. The proposed use is in "...sharp contrast to current surrounding land use patterns.
This is obvious - the surrounding land use pattem has been, for many decades, nature
preseryes, parks, schools, and single-family homes.

c. While the proposed use may be technically compliant with a newly authorized use
requiring a Special Use Permit, the requirements for that specific permit are very strict,
and include the admonition that, ""ln approving any application the Planning Board may
impose such conditions or limitations as it determines necessary to ensure compliance
with the intent, purposes and standards of this chapter". The intent of that chapter of the
amended CD Zoning regulations, and the related section of the Comprehensive Plan,
state that developments in this district should be, "...designed to maintain, preserve and
enhance the natural and man-made environment of the lands within and adjacent to the
district." 110-&-A

d. The proposed action does not appear to be consistent with the Westchester County
Greenway Compact Plan. By Local Law No. 3 of the Year 20O7, the Mllage/Íown of
Mount Kisco has adopted the Compact Plan... as a statement of policies, principles,
and guides to supplement other established land use policies in the Village/Iown. ln its
discretionary actions under this zoning code, the reviewing agency should take into
consideration said statements of policies, principles and guides, as appropriate. [Added
11-5-2007 by L.L. No.3-20071

g. The proposed action probably will induce secondary development. As the first
commercial /industrial use in this CD District and the adjoining area in Bedford, the
tsoard should very carefully consider whether it is prudent to encourage the spread of
commercial/industrial uses in an area that includes, almost exclusively, nature
preserves, parks, small educational institutions, and single family homes. Since the
inception of this proposed project, more than one neighborhood house owner has been
approach by institutional or business developers with offers to buy their property or
portions of it, for non-residential use (including a large parking lot.) And, just within the
past few weeks, a proposal was brought before the Bedford Town Board to amend their
zoning to allow an apartment complex to be built across Rte 172from 180 S.Bedford
Rd. The Board should deeply consider the kind of slippery-slope toward suburban
sprawl that might result from their approval of the first commercial development in this
neighborhood.

18. Consistency with Gommunity Character
Correctly check YES, but d, e, and f should also be check yes for "Moderate to large
impact ¡¡gy occur."

d. Têstimony and documents submitted by many members of the public, including
neighbors and independent experts, have demonstrated that there is a high likelihood
that this action, as currently configured, "will interfere with the use or enjoyment of an
officially recognized or designated public resource". These resources would include the
Marsh Sanctuary and the Mount Kisco Trail Network, both officially recognized in the
Mount Kisco's Comprehensive Plan and NRl.



e. A solar farm of this design is obviously "inconsistent with the predominant
architectural scale and character", currently consisting of large single family homes
mixed with late 19ttt century structures. The importance of this issue is a matter for
discussion by the Board, but it should not be ignored in the EAF.

f. The proposed action is also definitely "inconsistent with the character of the existing
natural landscape". The largest contiguous property is the Marsh Sanctuary-a
spacious, well maintained nature preserve of forests, meadows, ponds, streams, and
wetlands. Neighboring Mount Kisco Chase is a limited development of large single-
family homes with landscaped private yards and gardens, and many acres of forests
and streams preserved under a perpetual conservation easement. Properties across
Sarles Street include large single family residences with well maintained forested
grounds, and the beautiful Howland Lake.

The consultant concludes that 15.4 acres will be preserved as required by our zoning
law, but does not address the repeated requests by the CAC and members of the public
for proof that the applicant (who is a lease, not the property owner) has the legal
authority to permanently preserve the property as required in Section 110-7C(3)f

Though the consultant also refers to the applicant's offer to replant some of the
disturbed area with native plants, there is apparently no plan to maintain this area in
such a way as to prevent the future spread of invasive plants.

According to NYS-DEC, areas cleared of native or invasive plants are very prone to re-
infestation if there is no regular maintenance plan in place to control the return of
invasive species. This is a particular problem in situations such as this one, where the
cutting of shade trees produces the kind of new sunlit "edge" areas especially attractive
to aggressive invasive plant species including as multiflora rose and the tree-killing
oriental bittersweet vine.

Summary and Gonclusion:

After reviewing the draft FEAF, we see many areas where the applicant has yet to prove
that all significant negative environmental impacts will be remediated to the greatest
possible extent.

For this reason we renew our advise to the Board to issue a Positive Declaration. This
will allow the public and applicant to participate in a Scoping process that will assure
that all remaining questions and concerns are addressed in an authoritative
independent, and fair manner.

A few of the consultant's comments also seem to show a lack of familiarity with some
aspects of our community character and history, and these should be updated and
corrected. For example, in describing the property, the consultant talks about "prior



development" and "prior residential use". To the best of our knowledge, the only actual
"development" on this property in the past 500 years was the family home of Judge
Leonard, one of the founding fathers of Mount Kisco. Other parts of the property
represent some of the oldest surviving forest in the town, along with rugged bedrock
and steep slopes-home to a wonderful diversity of animals and native plants. This
aspect of the ecosystem has been well documented in the Mount Kisco NRI and
Comprehensive Plan, as well as the Marsh Sanctuary survey and management plan
prepared by leading area naturalist Jim Nordgren.

Elsewhere, the draft appears to minimize the significance of input from the public and
independent experts, while freely giving credence to some of the self-serving
statements from the applicant and his team of lawyers and consultants. This does not
appear to be consistent with NYS-DEC's and the NYS Supreme Court's guidance to
Lead Agencies to take a "Good hard looK'at self-supporting statements frorn applicants,
and to give full and equitable tr"eatrnent to the publiCs concerns and subrnissions.

We strongly advise that the EAF be revised to include all the impacts, concerns, and
questions listed above, with particr¡lar attention to addressing the many unanswered
questions from the public and lnterested Agencies, and community concerns.

Additionally, we strongly advise that the consultant's draft summary (in Part 3) be
revised to reflect the totality of the information presented during the Hearing to date,
with a more balanced representation of input from the public, the applicant, and the
number of independent experts and groups that have appeared before the Board or
submitted written comments

I'm sure that there is no need to remind the Board that we all work for the residents of
Mount Kisco, and that our primary duty, under law, is to protect their environment using
the all tools given us by State and Local government.

Regarding the requested Special Use Permit, you are specifically enjoined by the Board
of Trustees to grant it only if the applicant satisfies all of the requirements of the
underlying Zoning. Additionally the revised CD Zoning states, "ln approving any
application the Planning Board may impose such conditions or limitations as it
determines necessary to ensure compliance with the intent, purposes and standards of
this chapter". 110-33.1 .4 Mt Kisco "Solar Law"

lf and only if all of this has been accomplished should the Village grant special use
permits, steep slopes permits, and variances.

Under SEQR you are also enjoined to issue a Positive Declaration of Significant
Environmental lmpact, if "any one of the qualifying factors listed in the SEQR Handbook
has a significant impact that has not been fully remediated." We advise that more than
one significant impact has not been shown to be fully remediated, and strongly advise
that the Planning Board issue a Positive Declaration and begin the Scoping process to
assure a just and environmentally sound conclusion to this matter.



Thanks you for your patience and hard work on this complicated application process

We hope you will find these cornrnents usefr¡l and that they will help you to reach a fair
and just conclusion, one that wil{ prioritize the ir¡terests of the environment and Mount
Kisco's current residents and fr.rture generations.

Sincerely,
John Rhodes
MK CAC Chairnran
on behalf of
The Mount Kisco CAC
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Dear Chair Bonforte and members of the Mount Kisco Planning Board,

This is correspondence related to the public hearing that was closed on

Febrr.rary 22,2022, regarding the application for the solar electric
generating facility located at 180 South Bedford Road. We understand
that the deadline for written comrnents regard¡ng this project is close of
business on Monday, March 14,2022.

We thank the Town/Village of Mt Kisco for including the Town of
Bedford, who borders this project along Sarles Street, a street within our
town, as an interested agency and allowing us to provide comments on

your project.

As the comments made previously by the Bedford Conservation Board

and Bedford Planning Board (see attached) relate only to issues

impacting Bedford, this letter will only concern itself with those matters.
This is a letter representing only the Bedford Conservation Board's

review and recommendations relating to the potential environmental
impacts to our town, and does not represent the Bedford Town Board's

opinions.

With the closure of the public hearings on this application, it ¡s our

understanding that your board is preparing to make a decision on

whether to grant the application a positive or negative declaration under

the New York State Ënvironmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA). The

Bedford Conservation Board, after reviewing the applicant's documents

and after a site visit approved and hosted by the applicant, met at our
monthly meeting on Thursday, March LO,2022, and agreed that a

positive declaration would be appropriate for this application and that a

letter from our board to that effect should be sent to your board.

We will discuss in this letter that the several potential and possibly

significant adverse environmental impacts to Bedford elevate this
application to the level requiring further in-depth studies, which an

llPage
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Environmental lmpact Statement would provide. We will reference each of these potential
impacts to the language used in SEQRA and as described within the SEQRA Handbook, Fourth

Ed¡tion,2020.

All boldfacing, underlining and italicizing are by the Conservation Board. ltalics specifically relate to
direct quotation taken from the SEQRA Handbook.

1. SEQRA's Purpose

The SEQRA tlandbook states that the purpose of the Act is "....to declare a state policy which will
encourage productive and enjoyable hormony between man ond his environment; to promote

effarts whîch will prevent or eliminate damoae to the environment and enhonce human ond
community resources; and to enrich the understandinq of the ecoloqical systems, natural, humon

and communitv resources importont to the people of the stote."

The SEQRA Handbook stotes that 'Ihe SEQR tool used to make this determination is the EAF, lf o
significont odverse impoct is likely to occur, on Environmental lmpoct Statement (EIS) is prepared to
explore ways to avoid or reduce adverse environmental impacts or to identify a potentially less

d a ma gin g o lte rn ative."

2. Review of EAF Part 2 - ldentification of Potential Proiect lmpacts

Part 1. lmpact on Land

ln regard to the impact on land within Bedford, please note the responses by the applicant listing

actions regarding land use where a "Moderate to large impact may occur":

b. The proposed action may involve construction on slopes of L5% or greater

c. The proposed action may involve construction on land where bedrock is exposed, or generally

within 5 feet of existing ground surface.

f. The proposed action may result in increased erosion, whether from physical disturbance or
vegetation removal including from treatment by herbicides)

Part 2. lmpact on Geological Features

The applicant has stated that no impact would be created. Yet, there are significant cliffs to the
east of the project on Bedford's border that could be impacted by stormwater collection systems,

which may require blasting or use of rock hammering for their installation.
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Part 5. lmpact on Flooding

The applicant has stated that no impact would be created. Nt is our understanding that, on the
contrary, because of existing drainage patterns shown on the applicant's documents, that Bedford

could potentially be subject to flooding due to this project.

Part7. lmpact on Plants and Animals

g. The applicant has indicated that "No, or small irnpact may occur," while the Conservation Board

believes that "Moderate to large impact may occutr."

Part 9. lmpact on Aesthetic Resources

While the EAF doesn't address private residential views of the project, our Board believes that only
Bedford residents will have the potential of viewing the site.

Part 18. Consistency with Community Character

While answering "Yes" to the general impact, the applicant has checked that "No, or small impact
may occur" for item e (The proposed action is inconsistent with the predominant architectural
scale and character) and f (Proposed action is inconsistent with the character of the existing natural
landscape). We believe that at least during the construction phase, there may be issues regarding
potential air pollution that may impact Bedford residents and institutions.

3. Determination of Sisnificance

The SEQRA Handbook states "A determination of significonce is the most critical step in the SEQR

process. This is the step in which the leod agency must decide whether on action is likely to have a

significønt adverse impoct upon the environment tf the lead oocncv finds one or more sionificont
adverse environmental impacts, it must prepare o positive declorotion identifvinq the sionificant
odverse impact(s) and requirinq the preparation of an Environmental lmpact Stotement (EIS. What
is "significance"? The SEQR regulations recognize the subjectivity of the term "significonce." Two

key charocteristics of possible impacts that should be considered in determining significance ore

"magnitude" and "importønce." Magnitude assesses foctors such as severity, size, or extent of an

impact. lmportance relates to how mony people are going to be impacted or affected by the
project; the geographic scope of the project; duration ond probability of occurrence of each impoct;
ond any odditionol sociol or environmental consequences if the project proceeds (or doesn't
proceed). Each impact of an action must be judged by these two charocteristics." "Which factors
must a lead agency consider in making a legally sound determination of significonce? ln møking o

legally sound determination regarding significance, the lead agency must:
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. ldentiÍy all relevont environmental impocts,

.:fharoughly onalyze these potential impacts, and

. Provide a written explanation of its reosoning in concluding that the proposed action may couse,

or will not couse, significant adverse environmentol impocts (see 677.7).

The information ond reosoning in o determinotion of siEnlficønce should be presented in o logical,

comprehensive, ond understondoble mqnner. A legally sound determinotion of significonce meons

thot o lead dgency con demonstrate that it hos considered at least the following:

. The e,ntire oct¡on (see Hondhook Chopter 2" section D, Segmentotian);

. The EAF;

. Any other informotion provided by the opplicont, including the underlying opplication;

. The criterio for determining significonce found in 617.7(c); and

. Any input from involved and interested ogencies, interested organizations, or other groups of
people ønd the public.

Furthermore, the reasoning used by the leod ogency in concluding that no significont adverse

impacts will be caused is essentiøl in justifying a negative decloration. ln oddition, the leod ogency is

encouroged to review its files on previous signîficonce determinøtions involving similør projects or
geographic locations. lt is importont to remember that eoch determination of significance an

agency mskes moy provide guidonce for future determinations. To some degree, these

detenninotions set precedents ond reflect community values. Also, existing resource inventories

that provide information about significont environmental factors should be considered."

4. Balancine of Social and Economic Benefits

The SEQRA Handbook states "May dn action with one or more significant adverse environmentol

¡mpacts receive a negotive declarotion if there are balancing social and economic benefits? No. The

determinotion of siqnificqnce is a threshold determinøtion thot should not balance benefits aaoinst

harm. but rather should consider whether o proposal hos anv probable sianificant adverse impocts.

Such balancinq mav onlv be done in Findinqs followinq on ElS,"

5 Pre-SEORA Examination of the n lication the Plannhv ins Board

The SEQRA Handbook states "Can regulotory permitting conditions and normal administrotive
procedures (such os a town engineer reviewing construction plans for odequacy) be considered
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m,itigation and thereby offect the determining of significonce? No. There moy be situations where a
developer agrees to make certain modificøtions to d project while it is being revÌewed, and this
should not be construed os mitigotion. tn such cases, however, the need far mitigotion rnoy be

lessened. Likewise, these modifications should not be construed to be s substitute for o thorough

assessment of the project for significance of impøct."

5. filis,cltçciôn of a Positive Declaration

The SEQRA l-landbook states "Whot is a positive declorotion? A positive declarotion is a

determinatían by the lead agency thot on actîon may result ín one or rno(e significant
environtnental impocts a.nd so will require the preporotion of on EIS beþre ogency decisions moy be

møde regarding the octian. The positive declsration starts the EIS process. Are there standords or
thresholds for a posîtive decloration? Yes. ,A leod ogency must prepore o positive declorotion if it
finds, bosed on comparing the informotion in the EAF to the criterio in the SEQR regulotions
(517.7(c)), that one or more adverse environmentol impacts moy be significant. The following are

olso considerations:

. The siEnificant impact(s) must relate to on environmentol effect. Economic or sociolfactors do not
constitute a basis for o positive decloration;

. The lead agency has tøken a hard look ot the relevant impacts in assessing the potentiolfor
sign'ificance;

. The bosis for the positive declaration is reosonably consistent with other determinotions of
significance by the same ogency, given sim:ilør focts; and

. Whether the project, as proposed, includes mitigation meosures that would eliminate one or more
of the potent¡ally significant odverse impocts, or reduce one or more impocts to a level of non-

significonce."

6. Discussion of a Negative Declaration

The SEQRA Handbook states "What is o negative decloration? A negative decloration is a

determination by the leod ogency that an oction will not result in a significant adverse

environmentol impact, ond consequently, no EIS will be prepored. Are there stondards or thresholds

for a negative declaration? Yes. For a leod agency to issue a negative declarotion, it must be oble to
demonstrate that the qction will not have a significant adverse environmentol impoct. ln moking

decisions on significonce, the lead ogency must take a hard look at oll relevont impacts of the whole

action, not just those within its immediate jurisdiction, ond document its reasoning in writing."
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7. The Town of Bedford Conservation Board's reasons that this application should receive a
positive declaration

Note: Each item below is tied into the EAF discussion above.

Part l-. lmpact on Land, Part2.lmpact on Geologic Features, and Part 5. lmpact on Flooding

The vertical drop-off between the solar farrn and Sarles Street {whose portion adjacent to the
project is totally within the Town of Bedford) is a rock cliff, about 60-70 feet high. Based on the
applicant's documents, the slope of the escarpment (to be clear: this is not within the solar farm,

but is within the 200 foot buffer to the property line) is calct¡lated to be approxir'nately 85%o, or
nearly vertical. Because of (1) the existing geological features, (2) that the site has been listed by

the applicant as having exposed bedrock or bedrock within 5 feet of the surface, and (3) the
applicant's drawings show a current direction of flow on the site running west to east towards
Bedford, l¡ttle ¡f any infiltration into the ground wíll be possible, resulting in potential high rates of
sheet flow off the site into Bedford. lt therefore ís critical that Bedford's Town Engineer's review of
the applicant's stormwater drainage holding system be made part of any detailed study of this
project. To further increase this problem, the NYS DEC considers solar panels as impervious

surfaces, and the applicant has stated that there will be 3.54 acres (L54,2O2 SF) of solar panels

installed (5,660 separate units), creating an enhanced potential for flooding Sarles Street. All

stormwater by law has to be retained on the site. While we are sure that the applicant's engineers

have designed their stormwater collectíon system to adequately address this topic, it is only
reasonable to have our town's engineer confirm their work.

Further, because the applicant has stated that there will be a moderate to large impact to the
project because of the prevalence of either exposed bedrock or bedrock within 5 feet of the
surface, there will most likely be the need to remove substantial quantities of rock in order to
installthe stormwater catchment system. Typically rock removal is done by mechanical means or
by blasting. ln either case, we are concerned that disturbance on the site may be transferred to
nearby residences in Bedford as well as impact the rock face escarpment bordering Sarles Street

Part 7. lmpacts on Plants and Animals

A. Vegetation - Per our board's site visit, lnsite's note on 44 fallen trees, and reports from Marsh

Sanctuary, there is every indication that the site is subject to wind damage to existing trees. The

applicant stated that they will only remove trees 10 feet from their fence line. We expect more

storms like lsaias in the future and are concerned that the applicant is being conservative in their
estimateoftreestoberemoved. Theyhavetoprotecttheirsolararraysfromtreedamage,and
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will make adjustments to the existing canopy to do so. Further removal of trees will irnpact the

existlng wildlife between Bedford and Mt Kisco, and may also require additlonat storm water
controls, as forest trees provide a valuable service of controlling flooding. Lastly, large trees (20-40

feet in height) bordering the site to the east, south, and west will have to be removed so that their
shade does not impact the solar panels. A 1O-foot set-back for tree removal from the fence will not
satisfy this requirement.

That the trees to be removed (over 500 at the last count) are located solely in Mt Kisco, does not
rnean that their removal will not affect Bedford. As mentioned above, trees control flooding, which
because of the topography will affect Bedford rnore than Mt Kisco. Trees also clean the air, and

with Bedford adjacent to this project, our air will be affected by their removal.

While the applicant has stated that they will plant pollinator friendly vegetation, tree replacement

and buffer plantings, there is no long-term studies included in their application indicating that a
solar farm is a suitable place for permanent plantings. ln fact, due to the needs of maintenance for
the solar panels, there will be vehicles traversing the rows between panels. A plan must be

provided with guarantees for replacement plantings as required. The loss of the woodlands and

pollinator friendly trees will impact Bedford.

Lastly the applicant has stated that the removal of over 500 trees will be more than balanced by

the construction of this solar plant. As our concerns relate only to the impact to Bedford, we

request the applicant to consider alternative sites where none or few trees are rernoved. Trees

have repeatedly been shown to be a powerfultool in mitigating CO2 emissions, and their removal
should be carefully considered. Also note the above discussion in the SEQRA Handbook about

balancing social and economic benefits against adverse environmental impacts. The SEQRA

Handbook states: "Such bdloncinq mav

B. Animals - Presently, there is continuous open space connecting Bedford (Butler Preserve,

Merestead, and portions of the Marsh Sanctuary) to Mt Kisco (portions of the Marsh Sanctuary and

Leonard Park)to New Castle (severaltown parks), which acts as a corridorfor wildlife passage. Rt

L72 at the northern section of the property acts as an impenetrable barrier, forcing transient

wildlife movement to turn from Bedford into Mt Kisco. This is a chokepoint in the trail system. We

would appreciate seeing further studies on the impact of solar farms on wildlife movement.

Part 9. lmpact on Aesthetic Resources
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Although the applicant has provided some sectional views of the site to nearby Bedford homes, our

board is concerned that in fact only residents of our town will have a clear view of the solar facility.

We base that claim on viewing the balloon test for the proposed cell tower initially proposed to be

installed on the same site as the solar farm, which was viewed from a home across Rt 1-72 in the

neighborhood of Penwood, within Bedford. Photos of these tests had been submitted previously

to your board. The balloon, representing the top of the 150 foot cell tower, was clearly visible from
Penwood, and in fact was below the basernent level of one of the homes. lt would be reasonable

to have the applicant buffer any view of their development. We request a full in-depth review to be

done.

Part 18" Consistency with Community Character

The Conservation foresees possible traffic issues during the construction of the solar farm. While

traffic is typically not an issue we review, the potential impact of idling cars may result in air
pollution that would affect residents and institutions in Bedford. Although not addressed in the EAF

form, construction traffic has to be considered for the following reason: The entry to the site

follows a very tight radius double "S-Curve". This will most likely rule out the use of large semi-

trai|ers accessing the site bringing in material. lt can be expected that many more vehicle trips will
ther¡ be necessary during construction. Rt t72 is an already heavily traveled road with long back-

ups at the McClain Street light just to the west of the entry to the site, already forcing cars to sit

and idle waiting for the lights to change. Every time a construction delivery vehicle coming off of l-
684 has to make the left-hand turn into the site, there will be a further back-up into Bedford. A

constrruction traffic plan should be considered prior to any aoproval of this project, and to date, it
has never been discussed before your board. Although short-term, the added air pollution could

be significant. Possibly construction deliveries could be scheduled during non-peak hours to avoid

these conditions. A traffic consultant could advise on other solutions.

Conclusion

Based on the above discussion of potential significant environmental impacts on our town, it is the

opinion of the Bedford Conservation Board thatthe issues raised in our letterare important
enough to require a positive declaration. lt should be repeated that the SEQRA Handbook states

that "{flheJegd sgençy f¡nds one or more s

prepare a positive declaration identifvinq the sianificant adverse impøct(sl and requirina the
preporation of an Environmental lmpoct Stotement (ElSl." To be clear, it requires only ONE

significant adverse environmental impact to require a Positive Declaration. We have raised many

more than one reason to do so.
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We rrish to remain an interested agency. Thank you"

Respectfu lly subnnitted,

Gentian Falstrom

Chair

cc tsedford Town Supervisor

Bedford Planning Director
Eedford Planning Board

Eedford Town Attorney
Mt Kisco Conservation Advisory Council

Marsf¡ Sanctuary

end.
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R.ECETVED

Dear Members of the Village of Mount Kisco Planning Board:

The Town of Bedford Planning Board would like to thank the Mt. Kisco Planning Board for
recognizing the Town of Bedford as an interested agency in the env¡ronmental review of the
Sunrise Community Solar project which is proposed on the border between Mt. Kisco and
Bedford. We appreciate this oppodunity to comment on that environmental review on behalf of
the Town.

We believe that there are several questions which must be answered before any finaldecision
regarding this project's environmental impact can be made. We therefore ask that the mt.
Kisco board require the applicant to answer

1. The project will result in the loss of around 700 trees, many of which are large older growth
specimens. lt is our understanding that such larger trees are far more efficient as carbon
sinks than the small saplings which may be planted as partial replacements. in addition,
the disposal of these trees in and of itself relate additional carbon into the atmosphere.
The applicant should provide calculations indicating how much carbon in the atmosphere
will increase on an ongoing basis as a result of the project, factoring in both the loss of
carbon sequestration on an annual basis and the one-time release of carbon during
construction.

2. We recognize that the solar installation will provide clean energy that will help lower the
community's carbon footprint. We ask that the applicant be instructed to provide
calculations to determine whether and when the carbon reduction attributable to the new
solar farm will be greater than the carbon production as calculated above. Without that
information the environmental benefits of the solar farm remain ambiguous.

3. Given both the proximity of the project to residential proper.ties in Bedford, and the
topography of the surrounding area, the issue of light spillage is of potential concern.
While the applicant does not propose any lighting at this time, it seems likely that some
type of security lighting will be proposed in future. Unless a ban on future nighttime
security lighting is made a condition of approval the applicant should be asked to provide
studies of the visual impact of such lighting on residential properties in both Bedford and
Mt. Kisco.

425 Cherry Street ¡ Bedford Hills, NY 10507 o 914-666-4434 . Planning@BedfordNY.gov



4. The applicant should discr¡ss how the energy produced at the site willget to market. Will a
new substation be required? Willany new transmission lines or poles be needed? lf so,
will any of those {ines be run thrcugh Bedford? Will new lines be above ground or buried?

5" The Bedford Planning Eoard also urges the Mt. Kisco Flanning Board to consider carefully
the comrnents and questions outlined ir¡ the attached Sep{ernber 21 memo from the Town
of Bedfod Conservation Board.

Thank yor.r for your attention to these rnatters

Sincerdn

-ße,
f,ldrdre Courtney-Batson
Cha¡r, Tovrrn of Bedfsd Planning Eoard
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